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FOREWORD 

The American Astronautical Society held its second annual regional moot
ing as part of the 129th meeting of the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science in Philadelphia, PellllSJ lvania, December 1962. The six 
papers presented herein comprised Session II of the Special Astronautics 
Symposium, "Scientific Satellites-Mission and Design," on December 27, 

1962. 
The chairman of Session II, "The Observatory Generation of Satellites," 

was Dr. John W. Townsend, Assista.rut Director for Space Science and Satel
lite Operations, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The papers are printed 
in the order of presentation at the meeting, and it is hoped that the reader will 
find material of interest in all of them. 
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THE MISSION OF THE 

ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSER V ATORIES 

by 

WILFRED E. SCULL * 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

The Orbiting Geophysical Obsenatories program 
has two objectives. The 1JTirnm'Y objective is to con
duct large numbers of significant, diversified experi
ments for making scientific and technological meas
urements within the earth's atmosphere, the magneto
sphere, and cislunar space to obtain a better under
standing of earth-sun relation ' and of the earth a a 
planet. A secol/dary objective is to des<ign, develop, 
and have available for launching at regula r intervals 
a standard observatory-type oriented spacecraft con
Sisting of a basic system design that can be used re
peatedly to carry large numbers of easily integrated 
experiments in a wide variety of orbits. As a design 
objective for the standard spacecraft, it is desired that 
the spacecraft be capable of reliable operation for a 
period up to one year in a wide variety of orbits from 
near-earth circular to highly elliptical cislunar. The 
current program consists of two missions: the Eccen
tric Orbiting Geophysical Ob ervatory (EGO), which 
will 'be launched from the Atlantic Missile Range in 
late 1963 ; and the Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observa
tory (POGO) , which will be launched in early 1964 
from the Pacific Missile Range. 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration is engaged in a diversified research 
program to acquire geophysical data relative 
to phenomena in terrestrial and extraterrestrial 
space. Experimental data in these programs 
have been obtained from spacecraft launched 
by a series of increasingly pO"'erful launch ve
hicles with the nature, scope, weight, number, 
and degree of integration of experiments lim
ited largely by the payload capacity of the 
vehicles. These weight limitations caused 
early spacecraft to be tightly integrated sys-

*OGO Pl'oj eet :.\lanager, Goddard Spa('€' Flight 
Center. 

tems of experiments and basic spacecraft 
subsystems, with resultant difficulties in dis
assembly and repair or replacement of assem
blies if discrepancies occurred during checkout 
or testing. These early spacecraft weighed 3 
to 40 pounds, carried experiments that were 
largely exploratory in nature, and were inte
grated so closely with the spacecraft that it 
was hard to differentiate between experiment 
instrumentation and spacecraft subsystems. 
Examples of these early spacecraft are: Ex
plorers I, III, and IV; Vanguards I and II; 
and Pioneers III and IV. t 

As launch vehicles became more powerful, 
heavier spacecraft carrying from several to a 
dozen major experiments evolved. Experi
ments on these spacecraft were designed largely 
to investigate in more detail the phenomena 
crudely surveyed- in some cases, discovered
by the experiments in earlier spacecraft. These 
heavier spacecraft could be divided into sub
systems, but it was still necessary to employ a 
high degree qf integration of experiments and 
spacecraft subsystems to utilize all of the lim
ited launch vehicle capability. The spacecraft 
,yere basically systems for single missions in 
that considerable mechanical, electrical, and 
thermal redesign and rebuilding "'ere necessary 
to fly a different set of experiments in a space
craft of the same basic design. Examples of 
this class of spacecraft are: Explorers VI, VII, 

tExplorers I , III, and IV (195&1, 1958y1, 1958<1) 
and Vangua rd I (1958,82) were launched by other gov
ernment agencies. Vanguard II (1959a1) and Pio
neers III and n- (195881 and 195'!)p) were launched b.v 
NASA. 
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VIII, X, XI, and XII; and Pioneers I, II, 
and V.* 

Both of these types of spacecraft will con
tinue to playa role in the space sciences program 
for a number of years. They will be used to 
carry small numbers of somewhat specialized 
experiments into orbits that precisely meet their 
requirements. 

The observatories are third-generation re
search spacecraft. These spacecraft, which 
make possible the conduct of large numbers of 
experiments to investigate geophysical phe
nomena in still more detail, resulted from the 
ooncept of spacecraft as tandardized conta iner 
or carrier for experiments. For the observa
tories, more complex experiments can be de
signed to investigate independently the various 
parameters of a phenomenon and to search for 
new phenomena that are more difficult to detect. 
In addition, because of the increasing payload 
weight capability of the launch vehicles, it "\\as 
possible to think of experiments and spacecraft 
subsystems as separate portions of the same 
system, with the capability existing to integrate 
any of the subsystems into the entire sy tem. 
From this background, the ob ervat01'Y concept 
was developed. 

The concept of an observatory allowed con
sideration of a st.'tndard spacecraft-standard 
in the sense of incorporating a high degree 
of flexibility for accommodating many types of 
scientific and teclmological experiments and 
of operating up to one year in a wide range of 
orbits. In this manner, it would not be neces
sary to design and develop a new spacecraft for 
each mission; instead, a spacecraft of the same 
design with on ly minor modifications could be 
used on successive missions to carry different 
combinations of experiments. In addition, the 
observatory could be considered in terms of five 
individual subsystems: 

1. The basic struoture of the spacecraft with
in which the assemblies of other subsystems and 
experiments would be mounted. 

2. An attitude oontrol subsystem for orient
ing the spacecraft properly to fulfill the direc
tional requirements of various experiments. 

* Explorers VI, VII, VIII, X, XI, and XII are reo pec
tively designated 19591)1, 1959.1. 1960n. 196IK, 1961vl. 
and 1961v1; Pioneers I and V are] 95811 and HJ60a. 
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3. A the7'mal control subsystem to maintain 
temperatures of the assemblies and experiments 
within a desired operating range. 

4. A power supply to supply electrical power 
to the experiment and other subsystems. 

5. A communications and data handling sub-
ystem to provide a degree of spacecraft control 

from the growld, to prepare and store experi
mental and spacecraft operational data, and to 
transmit these data to the ground. 

The advantages that appear inherent in the 
concept of a standardized ob ervatory ulclude 
the follo"ing: 

1. Capability of accommodating a large 
number of experiments per mission and of per
forming frequent missions. The frequent mis
sions and large number of experiments that may 
be directly or indirectly related will aUo" 
study and correlation of many phenomena at 
the same time and same POUlt in space. For 
example, it \,ill be possible to st.udy simulta
neously the relation bet"\,een solar events, the 
solar plasma, the earth's radiation belt, and the 
earth's atmospheric structure. 

2. Provision of an attitude control subsystem 
to control t.he orientations of experiments wilth 
respect to several different references. 

3. Com-enience to the experimenter in de
signing his instrumentation by providing a 
well-defined interface between the spacecraft 
subsystems and the experiments, thereby aHo"\\ 
ing each experimenter to integrate his instru
ments with a minimum of effort. 

4. Improyed reliability through repeated use 
and constant stepwise improvement of a basic 
design of spacecraft in fo11o\1'-on missions. 

5. Provision of conservatively designed 
power, data handling, and thermal control sub
systems for experiments, thereby allowing ex
treme flexibility in their design. 

6. Advantage of being able to handle a lim
ited munber of relatively "high risk" experi
ments late in the program. These experiments 
will represent a small percentage of the total 
experiments. 

7. Improved operational efficiency through 
the continned evolubon and use of a ground 
stat.ion network, operating procedures, and data 
proces ing equipment and techniques. 
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8. Reduced co t of follow-on missions, on an 
experiment-pound basis, since development of a 
new spacecra£t for each mission will be avoided. 

9. Simpli ned data acquisition and data reduc
tion, since tracking and data reduction equip
ment will be 111.atched to a fewer number of 
different spacecraft designs. 

~\. number of observatories are being devel
oped for the NASA scienti fic res&'l,rch program. 
These spacecraft include the Orbiting Geophys
ical Observatory (OGO), the Orbi ting As
t ronomical Observatory (OAO), the Orbiting 
Solar Observatory (OSO), the Ranger, and the 
Mariner. The first three observatories are 
being developed as a part of the earth satellite 
program of NASA's Goddard Space Flight 
Center. The Ranger and Mariner are being de
veloped a part of the lunar and planetary pro
gram of the .Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of the Orbiting Geo
physical Obsenatories (OGO) program, ,Yhich 
is a part of the national space sciences long
range program, is to conduct large number of 
significant, diversified experiments for making 
scientific and technological measurements " 'ith
in the earth's atmosphere, the magnetosphere, 
and cislw1.ar space 'to obtain a better under
standino- of earth-sun relations and of the earth 
as a planet. A .·econdary objective of the pro
gram is to de ign, develop, and have available 
for launching at regular intervals a standard 
observatory-type oriented spacecraft consisting 
of a basic ystem design that can be used re
peatedly to carry large numbers of easily inte
grated experiments in a ,,-ide variety of orbits. 
As a design objective for the standard space
craft, it is desired that the spacecraft be ca
pable of reliable opera.tion for a period up to 
one year in a wide variety of orbits from near
earth circula.r to highly elliptical cislunar. 
During orbrtal operation, it is desired that por
t iOllS of the spacecraft be oriented to,,-ard and 
away from the earth and the sun, and fonyard 
and aft in the orbital plane. 

The current OGO program consists of two 
different flight missions. The first mission, the 
RC(,(,l'If1'ic 01'biting GeophylSical Obse1'Vatory 

680692 0 - 63 - 2 
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(EGO), will be launched by an Artlas Agena B 
in late 1963 from the Atlantic Missile Range 
into a highly eccentric orbit of approximately 
31 degrees inclination. Its orbit will have a 
nominal perigee and apogee of 150 and 60,000 
nautical miles respectively. This orbit will al
low the observatory to traverse the radiation 
belts twice each orbital period and to make geo
physical measurements from the region near 
('he ear th to interplanetary space. The orbital 
period of EGO will be about 42.8 hours. A 
"backup" EGO is also scheduled in the event of 
a catastrophic or early failure of the first EGO. 

The Pola1' Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 
(POGO) will be the second flight mi sion in the 
program. POGO ,,-ill be launched into a polar 
orbit in early 1964. Launching will occur with 
a Thor AO'ena D from th.e Pacific Missile Range. 
The POGO orbit: with perigee and apogee of 
1+0 and 500 nautical miles respectively, will 
allow detelmination of the ionosphere's char
acteristics over ranges in latitude a:nd altitude, 
and the observation of many phenomeJ1a di
rectly over the polar regions. 

Overall weight of the observatories will be 
approx imately 1000 pounds, of which 150 
pounds will be experiments and their as ociated 
equipment. 

'Within the capacity of launch vehicles, fu
ture geophysical observatories will be assigned 
to specific orbits as required by the experiments. 
In addition, advanced versions of the space
craft desio-n may have increased weight carry
ing capabilities or may be launched into higher 
orbits as launch vehicles of increased capability 
are developed. The present OGO spacecraft is 
des i o-necl with a growth potential such that it 
can be expanded to an ob ervatory of 1500 
pound. Most of the increase in weight will be 
avai lable for experiments. Included in the 
gro\yth potential may be the capability of car
rying and eparating in orbit a 300-pound pick
aback satell ite to perform experiments requiring 
an e pecially "pure" environment or experi
ments that Heed large separations between byo 
of their parts. 

Experiments anticipated for the OGO's in
clude the follo,,-ing general types. 
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1. Magnetic Fields-The magnitude, dire?
tion, and variations of the earth's ma?netlc 
field and of interplanetary space WIll be 
in vestigated. . . 

2. Energetic Pa'rticles-The composltl~n, 
flux directional characteristics, temporal varla-, . 
tions, and energy spectrum of energetic par-
ticles (i.e., electrons, protons, gamma rays, etc.) 
incident on the earth from outer space or 
trapped in the earth's vicinity will be studied. 

3. Dust-The composition, flux, and energy 
spectrum of interplanetary dust in the earth's 
vicinity will be investigated. 

.4. Atmospheric Structure-The pressure, 
temperat.ure, composition, and density ~f the 
terrestrial and cislunar atmospheres WIll be 
studied. 

5. Ionosphere-Electron and ion densities 
and temperatures, and ion composition from 
near the earth to interplanetary space, includ
ing the effect of charged particles on the propa
O'ation of radio waves, will be investigated. 
", 6. Solar Physics-Solar monitors in the 
ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma ray regions will 
be used in correlation with other measurements 
to understand processes on the sun and their 
effects on the earth. 

7. Astronomy-Survey measurements in the 
ultraviolet, x-ray, gamma ray, and very low 
frequency regions of the spectrum \Till be made. 

8. M eteo1'ology-Observations of the earth 
will be made with the aim of better understand
ing the causes of "weather." 

D. Planetary Tests-Instruments to measure 
properties of planetary surfaces and environs 
from planetary spacecraft \,ill be tested on 
these ob ervatories. 

10. lIf iscellaneous-Experim.ental observa
tions of such things as night airglow radiations, 
auroral radiations, vehicle charge, electric 
fields, etc. will be conducted. 

11. T echnological-Tests of power supply, 
thermal control, structural bearings, mechani
cal and electronic components, etc. may be 
conducted. 

12. Biological-Test to establi h the behavior 
of various forms of life in a space environment 
may be made. 
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The concept of a standardized observato~ 
capable of operating in many types of orbl~s 
and carrying many different kinds of experI
ments exerted a significant influence on the de
Si0 11 requirements of OGO. For example, the 

", .. . 
various experiments that required pomtmg 1~1 
O'eocentric and anti-geocentric, solar and antl
~olar and orbital and contra-orbital directions , 
implied 5 degrees of freedom of the spacecraft. 
In addition, experiments that might be affected 
by disturbances generated in the main body of 
the spacecraft imposed the requirement of 
being mounted at various distances from t1~e 
main body of the spacecraft. These experI
ments included magnetic field experiments, 
whose accuracies would be affected by the small 
amount of ferromagnetic material that would 
be used in the spacecraft subsystems and by the 
magnetic fields produced by incomp.letely can
celled electric currents. Other expenments that 
require mounting away from the spacecraft's 
main body included the following: experiments 
,,-hose results would be influenced by the pres
ence of a large mass nearby; experiments to 
measure the properties of the ionosphere and 
which required minimization of the effects of 
the plasma sheath and electrostatic potential; 
and experiments designed to measure proper
ties of the atmosphere and which might be in
fluenced by mall amounts of gas evolved from 
the subsystems or carried from one point to 
another in space by semi-closed trapping 
volumes. 

The 5 degrees of freedom necessary to accom
modate the directional requirements of the ex
periments implied an active attitude control 
system capable of reducing transients imposed 
during orbital injection and separation of the 
observatory from the law1ch vehicle; of effi
ciently acquiring the sun, earth, and the orbital 
plane during the initial sequence; of reacquir
ina these references for a limited number of ", 

time if any of the sensors lost its reference; 
and of controlling the obsenatory durlllg nor
mal orbital operations. Desired pointing accu
racies during orbital operation were as fo11o\ys. 
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Geocentric ±2 degrees 
Solar ±5 degrees, except it could be 

Orbital 

± 20 degrees within 30 degrees of the noon 
condition 

±5 degrees (POGO) 
±5 degrees (EGO), when the angular 

orbital rates of EGO equaled or 
exceeded the rates of POGO 

A thermal control subsystem was necessary to 
maintain the temperatures of assemblies within 
the spacecraft's main body in the range of 5° 
to 35° C and the temperatures of a emblies 
separated from the spacecraft's main body in 
the rallO"e of 0° to 40° C. 

A power supply subsystem capable of supply
ing 50 watts of continuou average power for 
experiments, plus the po"·er for other subsys
tems of the spacecraft, \vas necessary. This 
average power for experiments consisted of 40 
watts continuous average power plus an addi
tiona140 watts on a 25 percent duty cycle. 

A coml1vunications and data handling sub
system was necessary to provide the following 
functions for a large number of experiments: 

1. Process, store, and telemeter experimental 
and spacecraft data. 

2. Receive, decode, and execute grolmd com
mands. 

3. Radiate an RF signal that would enable 
accurate determination of orbits. 

4. Internally program the data handling sub
sy tern and any high-power experiments on 
spacecraft having special proO"rammers. 

5. Generate both coded and uncoded timing 
signals for use in the experiments and the space
craft subsystems. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments for the OGO's may come from 
many sources-universities, government re-
earch agencies, NASA, and industry. Re

gardless of the source, all experiments will un
dergo a series of steps to be fitted into the OGO 
spacecraft : 

1. Experimental tec]miques must be devel
oped to determine suitability of such techniques 
for u e in the space program. 

2. Experiments must be sele ted for each mis
S1On. 
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3. Prototype and flight instrumentation must 
be fabricated. 

4. Experiments must be tested to determine 
their ability to withstand and operate under 
environmental conditions imposed by the launch 
and orbital environments. 

5. Experiments must be integrated into the 
spacecraft, and the spacecraft-experiment 
combination must be operated as a complete 
observatory system, including calibration of 
experiments and environmental testing of the 
observatory. 

After completion of these steps and following 
successful launch of the observatory, the experi
menter must consider the following events: 

1. Operation of his experiment in orbit as a 
part of the observatory, and recovery of experi
mental data. 

2. Proces ing the experimental data into a 
form suitable for analysis. 

3. Analy is of the data, and publication of 
results. 

4. Feedback of information obtained during 
each of these steps and from other programs 
into the initial phases of preparation for the 
next ob ervatory. 

Experiments proposed for inclusion in the 
NASA Space Science Program are first sub
mitted to the Director of the Office of Space 
Sciences, NASA Headquarters, 1Vashington, 
D.C. Normally, this office supports initial de
velopment of \yorthy experimental techniques 
to determine their suitability for inclusion in 
the flight program. At appropriate times, the 
Office of Space Sciences selects experiments 
and experimenters for particular flight pro
grams. This process has been completed al
ready for the EGO and POGO missions. Ex
periments selected for EGO and POGO are 
shown in Tables 1-1 and 1-2. As indicated 
in these table and as may have been inferred 
from the orbital parameters of EGO, a large 
number of the EGO experiments are in the cat
egory of fields and energetic palticles. Like
wise, many of the experiments I i ted for 
POGO are in the category of atmospheric and 
ionospheric investigations. However, POGO 
will also carry several fields and particles 
experiments. 
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TABLE 1-1 

EGO Experiments and Experimenters 

Experiment Tille Principal Experimenter Phenomenon Observed 

olar Cosmic Ray __ _ _ K. A. Anderson, niv. of CaliL ___ Solar proton and x-ray flux, 
energy, and variations. 

Plasma, Electro tatic Analy zcL _ _ _ M. Bader, Ames Re earch Center_Solar plasma flux, energy, and 
direction. 

Plasma, Faraday Cup ______ ______ H. J. Bridge, Mass. In t. of T ech _ Solar plasma flux, energy, and 

Positron earch and Gamma Ray 
Spectrum. 

Trapped Radiation , Rcintillation 
Co unter. 

T. L. Cline and E. W. H ones, 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
and Inst. for Defense Analy is. 

L. R. Da vis, Goddard Space Flight 
Center. 

Cosmic Ray uclear Abundancc __ F. B. McDonald , Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 

Cosmic Ray Spectra and Fluxps ___ J. A. Simpson, 1. l n iv . of Chi cago __ _ 

Trapped Radiation , 
tional Counters. 

mn idi rec-

Trapped Radiation, Electron Spec
trometer and Ion Chamber. 

Rubidium Vapor and Flux Gate 
Magnetometer. 

Triaxial Search Coil Magnetome
ter. 

Spherical Ion and E lectron Trap __ 

P lanar Ion and EIl'ctron Trap __ _ _ 

Radio Propagation _____ ___ _____ _ 

Atmospheric Mass Spectrum ____ _ _ 

Interplanetary Dust Particles ____ _ 

VLF Noise and Propagation ____ _ _ 

J. A. Van Allen, State l.-lli v. of 
Iowa. 

J. R. ,Vinckler and R. L. Arnold~', 

l -n iv. of :'1inn . 

J. P. H cppncr, Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 

E. J. Smith, J et Propulsion Lab __ _ 

R. Sagalyn, A. F. , Cambrid ge R e
search Lab. 

E. C. Whipple, Goddard Space 
F light Ccnter. 

R. S. Lawrence, Nat!. Burea u of 
Standards. 

H . A. Taylor, Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 

W. M. Alexander, Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 

R. A. H elliwell , Stanford niv. ___ _ 

Radio Astronomy _____________ __ F. T. Haddock, rniv. of Michigan _ 

direction. 
Search for positrons and solar 

gamma ray flux and spectrum . 

Geomagnetically trapped electron 
and proton flux, energy, and 
direction. 

Primary and solar cosmic ray flux , 
charge, and energy. 

Primary and solar cosmic ray flux , 
charge, and energy. 

Geomagnctically trapped electron 
and proton flux and energy. 

Geomagnetically trapped electron 
energy and flux and total ioni
zation. 

Magnetic fi eld strength and direc
tion . 

Magnetic field low-frequency var
iations. 

Thermal chargcd particle density, 
energy, and composition. 

Thermal charged particle density, 
energy, and composition . 

Electron density. 

Atmospheric composition. 

Micron dust particle, velocity, 
and mass. 

VLF terrestrial noise, solar parti
cle emissions, and cosmic noise 
frequ ency, distribution , and 
strength. 

Solar radio-noise burst freq uency 
spectrum. 

Geocoronal Lyman-Alpha Scatter- P. Mange, Naval Re earch Lab_ _ _ Lyman-alpha intensity. 
ing. 

Gegenschein Photometry ________ _ C. L. Wolff and K. L . Hallam, 
Goddard Space Flight Center. 
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Gegenschein intensity and loca
tion. 
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TABLE 1-2 

POGO Experiments and Experimenters 

Experiment Title Principal Experimenter Phenomenon Observed 

Radio Astronomy __ ________ ___ __ F. T. Haddock, niv. of Michigan_ Galactic emission at 2.5 and 3.0 
Mc. 

VLF Measurements ______ ________ R A. HeIJ iwell, Stanford Un iv. ____ Terrestrial and other VLF emis-
sions in range of 0.2 to 100 kc. 

VLF Measurements ___ _________ __ M. G. Morgan and T. Laaspere, Terrestrial and other VLF emis-

VLF Emissions and High-Energy 
Electron Bunches. 

Search Coil Magnetometer _______ _ 

Rubidium Vapor MagnetometeL __ 

Ionization Chambers: Cosmic Ray 
and Polar Region Ionization 
Survey. 

Scintillation T elescopes; Energetic 
Particles Survey. 

Galactic and Solar Cosmic Rays __ _ 

Corpuscular Radiation in Auroral 
and Polar Zones. 

Trapped Radiation, Scintillation 
Detector. 

Air Glow Study _____ ___ ______ __ _ 

Lyman-Alpha and Air Glow Study. 

Air Glow Study, UV Spectrom
eter. 

Neutral Particle and Ion Composi
tion Study. 

Positive Ion Study ______ __ ___ __ _ 

Neutral Particle Study _____ _____ _ 

Micrometeorite ____ ____ _________ _ 

Ionospheric Composition and UV 
Flux. 

Dartmouth College. sions, and whistlers in range of 
0.5 to 10 kc. 

J . R. Winckler, Univ. of Minn., 
R. M. Gallet, at!. Bureau of 
Standards. 

R. E. Holzer, UCLA, and E. J. 
Smith, Jet Propulsioll Lab. 

J. P. Heppner, H. R. Boroson, and 
J . C. Cain, Goddard Space 
F light Center. 

H. V. Neher, Calif. Inst. of T ech., 
and H. Anderson, Jet Propul
sion Lab. 

J. A. Simpson, Un iv. of Chicago __ _ 

W. R. Webber, Univ. of Minnesota_ 

J. A. Van Allen, State Un iv. of 
Iowa. 

R. A. Hoffman, L. R. Davis, A. 
Konradi, and J. M. Williamson, 
Goddard Space F light Center. 

J . Blamont, Univ. of Paris, and 
E. I. R eed, Goddard Space 
F light Center. 

P. M. Mange, T. A. Chubb, and 
H. Friedman, Naval Research 
Lab. 

C. A. Barth, Jet Prop. Lab., and 
L. Wallace, Kitt Peak Nat!. 
Observatory. 

L. M. Jones and E. J. Schaefer, 
Univ. of Michigan . 

H. A. Taylor, Jr. and H. C. Brin
ton, Goddard Space F light Cen
ter. 

G. P. Newton, Goddard Space ' 
F light Center . 

W. M. Alexander, C. W. Mc
Cracken, O. E. Berg, and L. 
Secretan, Goddard Space Flight 
Center . 

R. E. Bourdeau, Goddard Space 
Flight Center. 
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Relation between VLF emissions 
and high-energy el e ctron 
bunches (5 to 100 kev) . 

Magnetic field fluctuations in the 
low audio frequency range. 

World magnetic survey. 

Ionization and cosmic rays over 
polar regions. 

Energetic particles 0.3 to 30 Mev. 

Energy spectrum and charged 
particle composition of galactic 
and solar cosmic rays. 

Net down flux of corpuscular 
radiation in the auroral zones 
and over the polar caps. 

Low-energy trapped radiation, 
10 to 100 kev electrons ; 100 
kev to 4.5 Mev protons. 

Air glow in 6300A, 5577 A, 3914A, 
and near UV region. 

Lyman-alpha and far UV air glow 
measurements between 1230 
and 1350A. 

Air glow between llOO and 
3400A. 

eutral particle and ion composi
tion, using Massenfilter mass 
spectrometer. 

Positive ions (1 to 6 and 7 to 45 
amu), using Bennett mass 
spectrometer . 

Neutral particles, using Bayard
Alpert ionization gage. 

Mass, velocity, and charge of 
micrometeorites. 

Ionospheric charged 
using retarding 
analyzer. 

particles, 
potential 
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Following the selection of experiments, sup
port of the experimen'ts is assumed by Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC). The expel'i
mentel'S and the OGO project staff work di
rectly too-ether to insure that the experimental 
objectives are met. Approximately 9 months 
before the scheduled launch date, prototype ex
periments will be brought. to GSFC to be 
checked for compatib ility with spacecraft simu
lators ,,·hicle imulate the elect ri cal interfaces 
that the experiment will see in the observatory. 
In addition, I/: he prototype experiments \y ill be 
subjected to envir'onmental tests of yibration, 
shock, thermal-vacuum, temperature, leak (for 
ealed lUlits), ac eleration, and magnetic fields 

to prove that the experiment are capable of 
\yithstanding the rigors of launch and 'the space 
environment, and to determine their magnetic 
properties. imilar tests n,t. lower test levels 
will be conducted on the flight units of the ex
periments. 

Follo\ying testing at, GSFC, experiments will 
be shipped to the prime contractor, Space Tech
nology Laboratories, Inc., of Redondo Beach, 
California, where the experiment will be given 
additional bench and interface checks before 
integration into the observatory. The enti re 
observatory \yill then be exposed to a series of 
environmental test to determine that the entire 
ystem will operate together without interfer

ence and that it cn.n \yithstand the launch and 
space environments. Environmental tests will 
be conducted \yith both a prototype and the 
flight model observatories. After completion 
of the environmental tests at the observatory 
level, the observatory ,,·ill be shipped to the 
appropriate launch site, \yhere it will undergo 
detailed hangar checkout before being placed 
on the launch vehicle. Successful completion 
of "on-pad" tests of the launch vehicle and the 
observatory together are required before launch 
will be initiated. 

TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION 

Tl'acking and data acquisition fo r the OGO 
missions a.re the responsibility of Goddard 
Space Flight Center. Tracking of the observa
tories will be accomplished by a network of 
tracking stations located throughout the world. 
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The overall goal of the tracking program is to 
be able to determine for the experimenter the 
position of the observatory at any time within 
~t sphere of uncertainty having a radius of 1 
km or less at perigee and 100.lnn or less at 
apogee of EGO. 

Data acquisition for both EGO and POGO 
\yill be accompli hed by special primary and 
secondary stations. Selected stations \yill have 
the capability to recei ve and record at maximum 
data mte all data from the telemetry on OGO. 
Primary tracking and acquisition sites are Ros
man, North Carolina: and Fairbank, Alaska. 
Secondary sites are 10caJed in Australia; J ohan
nesburg, South Afri ca; and Quito, Ecuador. 
\11 the primary sites \yill have complete digital 

and tone command capabilities. All the sec
ondary sites and Minitrack stations ,,-ill have 
tone command capabilities. In addition, sec
ondary sites that " ee" injection of EGO or 
POGO will have sufficient digital command 
capabilities to command a backup observatory 
deployment and acql1i ition phase. Injection of 
EGO \\-i ll occur neal' the north\\estern tip of 
~\ustm1ia ; for POGO, injection will occur near 
M:adao-ascar. In both cases, injection will occur 
during the second burn of the Agena, which 
coasts in a transfer elli pse following first Agena 
burn . Shroud epanl,tion ,,-ill have occurred 
following burnout of the first-stage Atlas or 
Thor for EGO or POGO, respectively. 

ORBITAL OPERATION 

A flow diagram indicating the operation of 
the OGO in orbit is hown in Figure 1-1. Cen
tral control of the observatories will be from 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Data links con
necting G FC ,,-ith Rosman and Alaska will be 
used to give some degree of real-time control 
of the satellites. GSFC central \Yill have com
plete facilities to decommutate, extract, display, 
analyze, and print all data from the telemetry . 
It \Yill not be nece ary that all these functions 
be performed in real time. However, rec'tl-time 
performance to determine certain parameters, 
especially for experiments, may be required at 
specific times. Since the Rosman station, which 
has n.n 85-foot parabolic antenna, can see EGO 
approximately 50 percent of the time and be-

I 
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RECE IVIN G STAT IO N 

OPERATIONS 
CONTROL 

SPA CECR AFT 

\ TElEMETRY 
TAPES 

\ TRACKING & 
REA L- TIME I TELEMETRY 

DA TA RED UCTI ON CENTER 

TELE METRY 
DATA IN 

COMPUTER 
FORMAT 

\ 
TRACK ING ( 

INSTRUCTIONS TRACKING 
DATA I PRED~CTl ONS \ OPERATIONS 

CONTROL IN 
COMPUTER 

FORMAT TELEMETRY 
INSTRUCTIONS 

SATELLITE 
COMMANDS 

FIGURE 1-1. Flow diagram for operation of the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory in orbit. 

cause the OGO's are basically self-controlling 
spacecraft, the taped data puus R08'1n.aJn 1'eal

time approach ,,·ill allow a large degree of con
trol of EGO. For POGO, the real-time limita
tions are more severe. Even with data links 
from Rosman and Alaska to GSFC, real-time 
control of POGO may be limited to approxi
mately 10 percent of the time. Teletype systems 
to all the other stations ,,,ill allow preplanned 
commands from GSFC to be ready for t rans
mission to the observatories when they come 
wit.hin range. 

All data from the data acquisition stations 
will be recorded on tapes and forwarded to 
GS"8C for processing. However, both GSFC 
and the primary sites will have PCM d~tta han
dling equipment. At GSFC, this equipment 
will be used to cond ition " 'ide-band PCM sig
nals, received via, the link from Rosman and 
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~\'laska, for cornputer entry and display. Like
\yi se, n, special purpose processor will condition 
special purpose telemetry signals for entry and 
display. The comp uter ",ill be used to perform 
Hutomatic status checks on the spacecraft and 
to 'process, or refine, selected experiment out
puts in real time. Control and di pla,y consoles 
at GSFC will be used for timing, routing, and 
display of the data" and for remote control of 
the ground recorders a,nd p eM: data handling 
equipment. Data such as time, station status, 
sta,tus of t.he observatory commwlications and 
data, handling equipment, 'flnd the status of 11 

"pass" ,,·ill be displayed continuou ly. Hard
copy display of the stfltus of the spacecraft 
(housekeeping data) and a Q1dclc look at se
lected ex periment outputs will be provided by 
1t print.er. The tape recorclers will be usecl to 
record the regenerated clean data from the out-
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put of the signal conditioner, and the raw un
processed siO"nal from the special purpose 
telem_etry. Time code will also be recorded 
simultaneously with these signals. 

GSFC will .Rlso posses a command console 
that \\·ill alJo,,· central cont rol to "talk" to the 
observatory in real time via the 1 inks to Rosman 
and Alaska. This capability ,yill permit some 
automatic real-time response to events occur
ring in space. The primary stations also will 
have limited general purpose display, toO"ether 
with their PCM data handlinO" equipment. 
This equ ipment will provide station operators 
at the e station with sufficient quick-look ca
pa,bility for command verification, and will 
permit cleaner signal to be transmitted via the 
data link to GSFC. The re ult shou ld be 
greater system Aexibility and reliability. 

Tracking data obtained from the network of 
Minitrack and primary and econdary stations 
\\-ill be fon,·arded to G Fe for computation of 
the orbital element. Orbital prediction \\"ill 
be computed from these elements and will be 
tran mitted to the tracking ite to pro\·iele an
tenna pointing information for the stat ions to 
allo\\" initial antenna acquisition at the begin
ning of each pass. 

Following transmission to G Fe of tapes on 
\\"hich the telemetry ignals are recorded at the 
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remote sites, the tapes will be cat.alogued and 
proces eel. The general procedure \yill be to 
produce noi e-free master computer tn pes con
taining all ra\\" data and orbital data. Indi\· id
ual computer magnetic tapes will he proeluced 
for eah experimenter with the tape containing 
hi experimental elata, pacecra£t performance 
parameter, spacecraft orientation, orbital ele
ments, and uni\·ersal time. These tapes will be 
forwarded to each experimenter for further 
proce inO" and analysi. The primary means 
for disseminating l1 e\\- informatioil to the cien
tifie and technological pace community will be 
through publication in the open literature. 

In summary, the Orbiting Geophysical Ob
selTatories are to be standardized, but flexible, 
spacecraft compo ed of easi ly remo\-able ub
system and well-defined interface for experi
ments such that the OGO's should be capable 
of use for a wide variety of mis ions in a num
ber 01 different orbits. Standardization and 
Aexibil ity in remo\·ing, replacing, or modify
ing experiments ha\·e been keynotes in the de
sign of a ystem \\"hose de ign should serve a 
a carrier for experiments for several years .• \ 
yst.em approach to the observatory, the launch 

\·ehicle, and the tracking <lnd data acquisition 
. hould result in ful 'fillment of both the primary 
and secondary objecti\-es of the program. 

--I 

I 
I 
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THE ENGINEERING DESIGN OF THE 

ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSER V A TORIES 

by 

GEORGE E. GLEGIIORN* 

pace T echnology Labomt01'ies 

The Orbiting Geophysical Ob ervatol'Y ha. been 
de 'igned as a standard spacecl'aft capable of carrying 
a large number of varied scientific experiments on each 
launcb. Margin built into the design makes t he ob
~el'vatory capahle of opel'ation in a YU l' iety of ol'uit.·. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ?rbi:ing Geophysical Observatory 
(OGO) J' bemg deYeloped by Space Technol
ogy Labomtorie for Goddard Space Flight 
('enter. The mission of the OGO has been de
scribed by Mr. Scull in the preceding paper. 

The observatory may be considered to have 
t \\'0 part : a et of experiments, and a ba ic 
spacecraft . The set of ea:'pel'iments will be 
chosen on the basis of the III ission of the partic
ular launch, including such factor a the orbit, 
sea on of the year, availabi lity of the experi
ment, and allowable weight ba ed on launch 
\-ehicle capability. The sjJ({cermjt must be 
designed to accommodate a nU'iety of experi
ments, up to fifty per launch, providing an 
attitude- tabilized platform with a proper me
dtanica l and thermal em-ironment, electric 
po\\'el', nnd provision for coll ect ing the experi
mental (btn. and transmitting it to the g round. 
The constraints within ,,-hiclt the 'pacecraft 
nUl 't, be designed are pro\'ided by the typical 
orbits of t.he inclined eccentric and polar orbits 
of the EGO and POGO 11lission and the char
acteri tics of the .\tla , Thor, and Agena launch 
\·ehicles. 

ParticulcLr needs of variolls types of experi
ments dictate certain special ized requ irements 
tor the OGO. Certain ot the experiments 

'OGO Progralll Director, Rpaee 'l'e{'hnology Labol'a
torie's. Inc. 

680692 0 - 63 - 3 
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will be designed to look to,,-ard the earth 
or sun, whi le others ,,- ill be required to be ori
ented di rect ly a,yny from these bodies. Other 
exper iment mu t be oriented parallel to the 
plane of the orbit. The stabilization scheme 
provide for the e needs throughout most of the 
orbit. III addition, the sensitivity of ome ex
periment. sen 01'S makes it nece ary to isolate 
them frol11 all other portions of the ob ena
tory; thi · I'equires placing these experiments on 
long booms extending from the pacecraft's 
ll1ai n boely . 

CONFIGURA nON 

T he observatory is sho\\'n in the deployed 
con figmat ion normal fo r orbi ta I operation in 
Figu re 2-1. The maill box structure measure. 
approximately 6 x i1 x 3 feet. It ize is limited 
by the necessity to fit \\'ithin the i55-inch diam
eter of the no. e fai r ing (Figure 2- 2) as \\'ell as 
by weight restrictions. 

One of the ;:\ x 6-foot. faces i made to face the 
ea rth. Upon this and the 3 x 6-foot opposite 
face a re mOllnted those experiments that are 
ca rried in the main body. A. podion of the in
ter ior, 30 x 16 x 24 inches behyeen the e two 
faces, i kept clear of spacecraft equipment to 
provide fo r exceptionally large experiments. 
l ost experiments mounted in the interior of the 

main body fit within one of the fifteen 8 x 8 x 8-
inch mount ing volumes provided on each of the 
doors. 

T he solnr a r ra'y is mounted in a shaft that 
passes t hrough the two remaining large faces 
of the main body . Since the array must be 
ma intained norma l to the incident un light, 

-~ --- -- ~- -~ -- - -- -
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A TTITUDE CONTROL GAS JETS GAS JET BOOM 

4 - ft BOOM EXPER IMENT 
CONTAINER 

4-ft BOOM EXPER IMENT / 
CONTAINER 

400 - Me OMNID IRECTIONAL 
ANTENNA 

22 - ft BOOM EXPER IMENT 
CONTAINER 

22-ft BOOM~ 

4 - ft BOOM EXPER IMENT 
CONTAINER 

120/ 136 /ok. OMN IDIRECTIONAL 
ANTENNA 

4-ft BOOM 

OLAR ARRAY 

22 - ft 

RADIATING SIDE 

A TTITUDE CONTROL 
GAS JETS 

400 - Me HIGH GAIN ANTENNA 

FIGURE 2-1. Deployed OGO. 
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..".,. , 

FIGURE 2-2. Lateral vibration survey test setup of 
folded OGO. 

these t"o faces neYer see the sun and may there
fore be used to radiate heat from the interior 
of the spacecraft. The amount of heat radiated 
is regulated by thermostatically controlled lou
yers mowlted on these faces and on one end of 
the body, which al 0 is never exposed to direct 
sunlight. 

Electric pO"'er for the observatory is pro
vided by silicon solar cells mounted on the solar 
arrays. T"o Solar Oriented Experim,ent Pack
nges (SOEP) for each array are provided for 
those experiments that must be oriented toward 
the sun. 

Two booms, designed to accommodate experi
ments especially sensitive to the proximity of 
t he spacecraft, are provided; each is 22 feet 
long. Foul' shorter experiment booms, 4 feet 
long, are proyided for experiments \Those sen
sitivity 01' look-angle requirements make mount
i ng exterior to the spacecraft necessary. In 
addition, the tracking and telemetry antennas 
are mounted on booms to obtain proper antenna 
patterns and to remo\re them from the field of 
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view of the body-mounted experiments. Gas 
nozzles for the attitude control system are also 
mounted on booms to increase the lever arm 
and thus to minimize the weight of gas required. 

At one end of the body, mounted on a shaft 
perpendi ular to the solar array haft, are two 
Orbit Plane Experiment Packages (OPEP). 
As the name implies, these packages are pro
vided for experiments that must be mounted so 
as to face parallel to the plane of the orbi t. 

STRUCTURE 

The main body of the spacecraft is a rectan
gular prism approximately 6 feet long by 3 feet 
square. The panels that form the sides are of 
a corrugated aluminum sandwich structure. 
This type of construction was chosen from 
among several alternatives as being the mini
mum-weight panel meeting requirements of 
stiffness, thermal conductivity, and ease of 
mounting experiments and spacecraft subsys
tems. 

T wo of the sides and the ends of the body 
are permanently fixed to each other. The re
maining two sides are hinged in sections to 
permit access to the interior. Experiment as
semblies carried in the main body of the ob
servatory are mounted on these "experiment 
doors." The fixed faces and an intercostal 
structure attached between them provide mount
i11O' surfaces for the electronic assemblies of the 
pacecraft. Those assemblies that consume the 

most po,ver are mounted on the fixed-side sur
faces . The e panels form an integral part of 
the thermal control system and serve to dissi
pate the heat by radiation. 

The observatory is attached to the Agena 
boost vehicle by an interstage truss structure, 
which may be seen in Figure 2-2. The foul' 
inverted V's carry the load from the four ma
th ined feet attached to the observatory to the 
upper ring of the Agena. 

The spacecraft and interstage are held to
gether dur ing boost by a tension band with four 
shoes that clamp the mounting feet to the mat
ing illtel'stage. Upon receipt or the separation 
sio'nal from the Agena, explosive actuators re
lease the tension band ana allow four coil 
springs to impart a separation velocity of 
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5 ft/ sec to the spacecraft. The design is such 
that the increment of angu lar \-elocity due to the 
separation pl'oce s is less than 1 degree/ sec 
under the most adverse conditions. Keeping 
this tumbling relocity small minimizes the job 
of the attitude control sy tem in its initial ori
entation \"ith respect to the earth and sun. 

The structure is designed to be sufficiently 
st rong to support not only the loads deriving 
from the 1000-pound pacecraft for the initia,l 
EGO and POGO missions but also to accommo
date an additional 500 pounds for a gro,,·th ver
s ion of the OGO. The most severe design 
restraint on the structure, ho\yever, is the vi
bration occurring during the boost phase of 
flight. In order that the spacecraft an be 
accommodated on the Agena launch vehicle, it 
mu t be folded to fit ,,·ithin the nose fairing; 
and in this configuration it mllst endure hio'h 
\-ibration levels. The stru tural model space
craft has been yibrated to 1.5 times the expected 
launch em-ironment, leading to a number of 
design improyements in the methods of tying 
do \,n the appendages and the solar panels. 

The solar ar ray (Figure '2-3) is constructed 
by attaching solar cell modu les to a relatively 
light aluminum frame\york. To fit within the 
shroud, the padd le must be folded a in Figure 
:0-2. Thi reS11 lts ina rat her severe load in g 
under the vihration condition described abore, 
and it i thi loading that imposes the most 
evere re t r ictions on the solax array . Local 

stiffening of the frame\York near some of the 
holddo \n1 points has been necessary to hold the 
t resses ,,·ithin the allo"'able limits. 

The deployment of the several appendages 
required for experiments and spacecraft equip
m nt poses an interesting problem in design 
verification. Since the deployment in flight 
,,"i ll occur under zero-G conditions, a number of 
special tests have been devised to confirm that 
the leployment mechanisms "ill work propedy 
Hnd that the stresses in the booms will remain 
within bounds. In a typical engineering test 
for one of the horter booms (Figures '2-4, '2-5, 
Hnd '2-6) the " 'eight of the boom is supported by 
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a piece of elastic cord approximately ten times 
the length of the arm, fixed to a point directly 
above the hinge. This effectively cancels the 

FIGURE 2-3. Solar a r ray panel. 

l ·'IGU RE ~--1 . ~hort boom, deployment test experiment 
package no. 1, folded. 

J 
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FIGURE 2- 3. Short boom, deployment test experiment 
package no. 1, deployed. 

FIGURE 2--6. Short booms, deployment test experiment 
package no. 1. 

gmvity force "'ithout adding to the forces tend
ing to aid or retard the deployment motion. 
Te ts of the longer booms have been conducted 
,vith the boom riding on air bearings on a special 
smooth floor of poured epoxy resin (Fig
ure2-7) . 

}<'IG HE 2-7. Long iJOOIll lelSt Sptll])' 
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THERMA L CONTROL 

The thermal control sy tem has been designed 
to keep the interior temperatu re of the space
craft' main body within the specified limits of 
5° to 35° C. Since the OGO may encounter 
eclipses up to 2 hours in len!rth or may be con
tinuously in the sun for months at a time, it ml 

found nece ary.to employ an active thermal 
control ystem to assure that these limits are 
met. Thi is accomplished by utilizing the fact 
that the t\\-O fixed faces of the main box through 
which the solar array shaft passes are never 
exposed to direct sun light. Thus they may be 
used (0 radiate intel'l1aJly generated heat away 
from the spacecraft. The remainino' faces of 
the spacecraft are covered with multiple layers 
of aluminized Mylar, providin o. ~L nearly perfect 
insulation. The amount of radiated heat is 
controlled by thermostatically controll ed 
louvers (Fio'm'e 2-8) . Each of these louvers 

FIGURE 2- R. Thermal control louvers. 

is actuated by a bimetallic spring u ed both to 
sense the temperature of the panel beneath it 
and to pro\Tide the necessary force to position 
the louver. Thus, ,,,hen the internal tempera
ture ri ses, the lom'ers are opened to allow more 
heat to radiate away. ,Vhen the temperatllJ'c 
drops, they are closed to contain it . 

• \.11 ea rly study was conducted to see whether 
the tempemture could be controllecl without 
insulating the 'urfaces expo ed to solar radia
tion. The re ults indicated that it "as )lot 
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pos ible to select the surface radiation proper
ties to keep the temperatures \,ithin the peci
ned limits. 

It has been found that all the external experi
ment packages can be controlled by a propel' 
balance of Mylar insulation and radiating sur
faces with the use, in some cases, of thermo-
tati.cally controlled heaters. The situation in 

the e cases differs from the main body in that 
the sensors located in the extenlal packages 
generate relatively little heat compared with 
the assembly within the main body. They can 
therefore be kept to a low enough temperature 
when in the sunlight by a pToper balance of 
radiating and insulated surfaces, but must be 
heated during periods when they are in shadow. 

The thermal control of the solar array must 
consider two separate aspects: keeping the tem
perature mininlal ,,-hen in full sunlight to 
rna imize the efficiency of the solar cells, and 
mllllmlzmg the temperature drop during 
eclipse. It is necessary to keep the minimum 
temperature reached above -140° C to avoid 
damage to the olar cell s because of the thermal 
stre es set up. This is accomplished by pro
viding sufficient theI'l11al mas in the beryllium 
substrates of the solar modules to keep above 
this temperature at the end of a 2-hour eclipse. 
It is this requirement, rather than a structural 
strength requirement, that. determines the thick
nes of the substrate. 

An electro-deposited optical coating is ap
plied to the glass cover lides, 6 mils thick, 
mounted on each cell to attenuate radiation 
abovo the blue region of the spectrum. This 
minimizes ab orption of radiation in the red 
region of the spectrum, \\"hich "'ould tend to 
rai e the temperature without materially adding 
to the electric po'\"er generated. 

In addition to the cover slides, the back sur
face of the substrates is coated ,,-ith a potassitull 
silicate compound having a high emissivity and 
low absorbtivity to maximize the heat radiated 
from the panel, Figure 2-9. 

POWER SUPPLY 

The power supply consists of three major 
elements: bat.teries, solar array, and charge reg-
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ulating and power distribution equipment. The 
battery is connected directly to the main 28-
volt bus. which is distributed throughout the 

FIGURE 2-9. Solar cell modules. 

spacecraft. Power for experiments and other 
units activated by command is switched in a 
Command Distribution Unit. Power for wlits 
requiring voltages other than 28 volts is pro
vided by solid tate converters. Converters are 
also used for those units for which the voltage 
regulation of the main bus (23.5 to 33.5 volts) 
is excessive. In addition, a 400-cycle converter 
is provided for the attitude control system. 

Synchronization signals at 2461 cps are pro
vided to all converters. Since VLF experiments 
will be carried on OGO, these signals are pro
vided to assure that there will be bands of fre
quency in the VLF range that are free from 
noise generated by the power system. 

Two nickel-cadmium battery packs, each of 
12 amp-hr capacity, are used. Each battery 
consists of 22 prismatic cells and weighs about 
32 pounds. To hold the upper temperature to 
a minimum, the batteries are mounted directly 
on the radiating face of the main body. Half 
of each battery pack (Figure 2-10) is elec
trically connected in series with half of the 
other pack, so that the heat to be dissipated 
from each battery \\"ill be equalized between 
the two radiating faces. The size of the battery 
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FIGURE 2-10. OGO battery pack. 

has been selected to limit the depth of dis
charge duripg eclipse to 75 percent for the rela
tively infrequent 2-hour eclip e in the EGO 
mission. In the near-earth POGO orbit-with 
more frequent, shorter eclipses-the discharge 
will be limited to 25 percent. 

The solar array consists of two solar paddles, 
each having 14:1: solar cell modules mounted 
on an aluminum frame. Each module contains 
112 gridded silicon solar cells of 10.5 percent 
efficiency in space. The 7 x 16 ell module is 
wired in series parallel. The total array can 
provide approximateiy 500 ,mtts, which is 
equivalent to approximately 7 watts/ sq it, or 
4.8 watts/ lb when beryllium ubstrates are used. 

The charge control scheme incorporates two 
current regulator , each maintaining a preset 
charge current to one of the batteries. A func
tional diagram of the charge control scheme is 
hown in Figure 2--11. The charginO' current 
is controlled by shunting a portion of the 
array through power transistors and thus re
ducing the current available from the array. 
These transistors are mounted on heat sinks at 
the outboard ends of the array. vVhen the ar
ray is cold after an eclipse, control of the charge 
current is lost, and the battery voltage and load 
set the operating point. ontrol is regained 
after the array warms up, which should oc
cur within 10 minutes after leaving eclipse 
conditions. 
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The charge current rate may be cho en from 
one of several preset values by ground com
mand. This allo"'s the charge level to be se
lected to fit the particular sunli O'ht eclipse con
ditions that the spacecraft experiences. Since 
the ratio of eclipse time to total orbit time is 
predictable long in advance, command changes 
need be made only at infrequent intervals. 
Various other sensors are provided to reduce 
the charge rate to a trickle charge level when 
the voltage reaches the proper level or when the 
battery temperature exceeds 95 0 F. 1Vhen the 
battery temperature exceeds 125 0 F, indicating 
a battery failure, transfer relays operate to 
cause the remaining battery to control the en
tire solar array. Should both batteries fail, the 
system is caused to be operated directly from 
the solar array. 

ATTITUDE CONTROL 

The attitude control system serves to orient 
the pacecraft so that one experiment door faces 
the earth while the solar array is maintained 
perpendicular to the sun's rays. The local verti
cal is sen ed by a body-mounted infrared hori· 
zon scanner, " 'hile the direction of the sun is 
indicated by solar sensors mounted on the tips 
of the solar panels. As shown by the block 
diagram of Figure 2-12, error ignals from 
the e sensors are used to drive reaction wheels 
that provide the necessary torques for stabiliza
tion. The same signals are applied in parallel 
to gas jets, with dead bands adjusted so that 
the pneumatics are used only for large errors. 
Thus the gas torques effectively serve to re
move the secular momentum that may build up 
in the reaction wheels. The sun sensor signals 
are also used to control the drive mechanisms 
that causo the solar array to be oriented about 
its axis. 

The pneumatic system u es argon tored at 
3000 p i in a spherical titanium tank. U e of 
argon rather than nitrogen imposes a " 'eight 
penalty of approximately 10 percent of the 
pneumatic system weight, but its 1.1 e is never
theless desi·rable because the lighter molecular 
weight of nitrogen would cau e interference 
with certain experiments. The low pressure 
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gas, regul ated to 50 p i, is piped to solenoid 
yalves and thence to nozzles on the gas booms 
that. pl'oYide 0.05 ponnd of force per nozzle. 

The horizon scanner u es four tracking heads 
that nrp se t with optica l nxeR 90 degrees apa rt. 
The e tr-a king heads track the edge of the ealfh , 
and the logic is such that the canner detelmine. 
t.he earth center when any three heads have 
locked on. If one of the three heads being used 
fai ls or if the sun appears in its field of view, 
the system nntomatically sl,itches to the re
dunclant tra cker. .\. feature of the horizon 
scanner i that the scanning mirror located on 
pach t racking head i mounteel on flexure pivots, 
so that the need for bearings with their as oci-

[SOLAR] 
, ARRAY 

ated lubrication and ealing problems 1S 

eliminated. 
The snn sensor y tem incorporates both 

coarse and fine ensor. The fine ensor is a 
si licon p-n radiation tracking tran ducer that 
pro,-i des t\\·o outputs proportional to the errol' 
signal s about orthogollal axes and a thi l·d out
pnt indicating that the del·ice is illuminated . 
In the normal mode of .operation Olle of the 
proportional signals control the I·phicl e about 
the yaw axis and the other signal control s thp 
paddle rotation about its shaft. The third sig
nal is nsed to switch thp control inputs to thr 
coarse sensor. when t he fine sensor is not illu
minated. The coarse sen OI'S are pre-irradiatpcl 
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silicon solar cells appropriately mounted and 
masked to sense the direction of incident sun
light. 

The control system ha three basic modes of 
operation: the launch/ boost mode, the acquisi
tion mode, and the normal control mode. The 
hunch/ boost mode is maintained until ap
proximately 2 minutes after separation from 
the gena vehicle. At that time, and after the 
appendages have been deployed, the system is 
witched into the first phase of the acquisibon 

mode by the spacecraft sequencing equipment 
or by ground command. In the first phase of 
the acqui ition mode, the paddles are caused to 
b slewed so that the solar cells face in the direc
tion away from the OPEP end of the space
craft. "When this position has been reached, 
the array is held fixed with respect to the body, 
and the system enters the sun acquisition 
phase. In this phase the spacecraft is caused 
to acquire the sun operating from error signals 

MODE 

I • LAUNC);l80 OS1 
IT · o SLEW ARItAY TO 180° 

b SUN ACOUISITION 
(. EARTH 5EARCH 

m . NORMAL CONTROL 

generated by the solar sensors. In addition, 
an angular rate about the pitch axis of approx
imately 112 degree/ sec is initiated. The sun is 
acquired (w)th output for rates of the Agena 
w'ithin specification) within 10 minutes. In 
addition to this, 15 minutes is allowed to assure 
that the momentum stored in the reaction wheels 
does not exceed the valnes required to enter into 
the next phase. The earth sen,rch phase of ac
quisition is initiated by a 29-minute timer that 
limit the duration of the sun acquisition phase. 
During this phase of operation the solar array 
remains locked on the sun, and the horizon 
scanner searches for proper lock on the earth. 
Because of the small pitch rate introduced and 
because of the geometry of the orbits, earth ac
quisition is obtained within one orbit period. 
"When the earth is acquired, the system switches 
into the normal mode of operation. The sys
tem may be caused to retum to the acquisition 
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FIGURE 2-12. Attitude control system. 
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mode by ground command or when two or more 
horizon scanner heads are not trackillg. 

Control of the OPEP position is accom
plished by a functionally sepa rate control loop. 
It utilizes a single degree of freedom position 
gyro operating in a gyro-compas ing mode. 
The output axis of thi gyro is kept along the 
local vertical by action of the main body con
trol system. The input axis detects the om
ponent of orbital rate ,,·hen the OPEP is not 
properly aligned. The error signal operates a 
drive mechanism identic.al to the olar array 
drive mechanism to position the OPEP 
properly. 

The drive mechanisms referred to ha ve been 
deveJoped for these space applications and fea
ture a 24,000; 1 gear reduction, with the final 
100: 1 reduction being made by ,yabble gear 
(Figure 2-13). The dri,-ing gear is made to 

FIGURE 2-13. Wabble gear. 

wabble without rotating by a cam. internal to 
the bellows. The point of mesh is thus caused 
to move around the periphery of the gears, and 
the output gear is caused to advance by an 
amount proportional to the difference in the 
number of teeth between the driving gear and 
the output gear. The bellows ,fitted to the driv
ing gear allows the high-speed gears to be 
hermetically sealed, eliminating the vacuum 
lubrication problem. The final gears are made 
of sintered bronze impregnated with molybde
num disulfide and can operate indefinitely 
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under hard yacuum conditions with no further 
lubrication. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING 

The communications and data handling sys
tem has been designed to provide for tracking 
and command functions for both spacecraft and 
experiments, and for telemetry for up to 50 
experiments (Reference 1). The main teleme
try system i a PCM system utilizing a 9-bit 
\Yord and operating at three data rates (selected 
by command) ranging from 1000 to 64,000 
bits/ sec. The communication system, includ
ing antennas, must be capable of operating over 
the "ide range of distances typi£ed by the EGO 
a,nd POGO orbits. As Figure 2-14 shows, some 
slight modifications-dependent on the orbits 
to be flown-are made to the communication 
system. 

The tracking and command system is de
signed to be compatible with the NASA Mini
track Network as well as with the network of 
ground stations presently being constructed by 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Both 
tracking transmitter and command receiver 
utilize the same omnidirectional antenna oper
ating at a 120/ 136 Mc region. For t.he EGO 
~lission, two 100-rniHiwatt transmitters are used 
for normal operation with a 10-watt trans
mitter being switched on for 45-second intervals 
when required for more accurate tracking. 
Two redundant AM command receivers are 
used. The outputs are cross-strapped to the 
several decoders. Failure detection features 
are built into the receivers to allow the gain of 
one receiver to be doubled should the other fail. 

Two digital decoders will be used. Each has 
a separate address, but the outputs are com
bined in parallel so that command redundancy 
is assured. Each digital decoder is capable of 
rErceiving and decoding 254 commands. These 
commands are processed by a command distri
bution unit Rnd are used to control experiments, 
to change the modes of operation of the atti
tude control system, etc. A tone decoder, with 
a capability of receiving up to 15 commands, is 
included. These commands may be utilized by 
the Minitrack N etv,ork or other stations that do 
not have equipment for sending digital com-
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mands. It is expected that these commands 
will duplicate the more important commands 
of the digital decoders and thus provide more 
reliability through redundancy. 

In addition to the 254 commands mentioned 
above, other commands that are supplied di
rectly to the data handling system are avail
able; this allows for operation of the flexible 
format feature. 

The wide-band telemetry system is the major 
data handling system of the OGO. It is com
posed of two redundant data handling uni ts 
that operate with outputs transmitted to earth 
in real time or connected to one of the two tape 
r ecorders provided for storing data. The basic 
telemetry format consists of 128 nine-bit words 
in the main frame. Of these words, 116 are 
available fOl' experimental data; and the re
maining 12 provide for synchronization words, 
an indication of accumulated time, three sub
commutators, and an indication of the telem-

&. EGO ONLY 

& OMNIDIRECTIONAL ON POGO 

(c) CONTROLLED BY COMMAND 

RELAY 
COMMAND 
OUTPUTS 

r -DiG,TAL .., 
1 EXPERIMENTS 1 L ___ _ 

, , , , , , 
I 
I 
I 

r ~N~LOG '" 
~E~E~I~~S-1 

etry system's mode of operation. One of the 
128-word subcommutators is used for experi
mental data; the other two are reserved for 
spacecraft operating and functional data. It is 
possible to command two special modes of op
eration to provide data at accelerated rates: 
One mode causes one of the spacecraft subcom
mutators to substitute for experimental data in 
the main frame; the other mode provides for re
placing the normal main frame with one of 32 
combinations of selected outputs from several 
experiments. By using the latter mode of op
eration, called Flexible FtJTmat, a subgroup of 
the experiments carried on a particular mission 
may be operated when phenomena of special in
terest occur. 

The real-time telemetary may be run at 1000 
to 64,000 bits/ sec or at one intermediate rate se
lected for the particular mission. The tape re
corders are capable of storing 43.2 million bits. 
Normal input rates are 1000 bits/ sec for EGO 

120/ 136 Me 
OMNID IRECTIONAL 
ANTENNA 

400 Me 
OMNID IRECTIONA L 
ANTENNA 

FIGU RE 2-14. Communications systeru. 
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and 4000 bits/ see for POGO. The correspond
ing output rates are M 64:,000 or 128,000 bits 
sec. 

Experiment data are routed to the telemetry 
ystem through a patch panel that allows as

signment of digital and analog inputs to par
ticular word positions. Provision may also be 
made ea ily for uper commutation and cross
strapping bet"'een telemetry units. 

In addition to generating the basic telemetry 
format, the timing units of the "'ide-band sys
tem provide all the ba ic timillg ,\·ithin the ob
servatory. The 2461-cp synchronizing signals 
for the converters are generated in these units, 
as i a set of timing signals decimally related to 
each other and ranging from a pulse eyel'Y 100 
seconds to 1000 pulses/ sec. 

The "ide-band telemetry system can accept 
analog data that are precondiboned to lie be
h"een ° and 5 volts. The data are routed via 
the patch panel to the inpu t gates of the Analog 
D ata Handling Units. These units sample the 
voltage as d irected by the format generator Hnd 
convert it. to digital form w·ith a quantizai'ion 
level of 20 mill iyolts. 

There are two transmitters for the " 'ide-band 
telemetry system, each capable of opern.hng at 
an output of 4 watts at 400 Me. Either trans
mitter can be commanded to transmit data oyer 
either the directional antenna or the omnidirec
tional antenna. The latter, providing an addi
tional gain of 12 decibel , is intended to be used 
fo r EGO orbit . 

A pecial purpose telemetry ystem capable of 
operating from an ex per iment. ,,·hose output is 
an FM signal varying from 300 to 100,000 cp 
is proyided. T,yo other mode of operation en
able the transmission of data from up to nye 
standard subca rrier oscill ator , or trnn mis ion 
of the output of the " 'ide-band telemetry sys
tem. The latter mode is expected to be used 
only in the event of fail ure of both 4-,"att trans
mitters. The special purpose trnllsmitter is 
rated at 1/ 2 watt at 400 Me. 

SYSTEM CHECKOUT AND TEST 

The OGO has been designed to mnximize the 
use of the spacecraft and telemetry system in 
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checkout and test, and to minimize the u e of 
hard"are connections to the spacecraft. T est
ing has been implemented by constructing a 
System Test tatiol1, Figure 2-15, , ... hich ser ves 

FIGURE 2- 15. System test station. 

as a complete telemetry and ground command 
station. The station is self-propelled and is 
designed for cross-country road travel or for 
loa.din o' into milita.ry transport aircraft. It is 
capable of communicating "ith the spacecraft 
oITer distances up to 10 miles, operating on it 
o,Yn transmitter. In addition to the ,"an, sev
eral O'l'oUpS of equipment are used in the vi
cinity of the spacecraft to provide for battery 
Charo'in o' stimu latino' experiments or SI)aCecraft o 0' 0 

subsystems, and the like. 
The System Test Station in the van consists 

of an RF monitoring system, a command gener
ator and t ransmitter , a tape and strip chart 
recorder, basic instrumentation, telemetry de
coding and display equipment, and a semiauto
matic test station. Recently a 4096-',orc1 tor
age digital computer ,\"Us added by GSFC to 
process experimental data in real t ime in order 
to effect rapid checkout. ~\ Jl equipment may be 
operated from the operator's console, Figure 2-
16, wh ich also has data and statu displays and 
is p rovided " ' ith ,yindo,,"s through ,,,hich the 
operator can obserlTe the operations around the 
spacecraft on the test floor. 
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FIGURE 2-16. System test station operator's con ole. 

The semiautomatic test equipment (SAT), 
Reference 2, enables test procedures to be car-

ried out rapidly and repeatedly. Test proce
dures are tored in punched paper tape that is 
read by a photoelectric tape reader. The equip
ment is capable of sending commands to the 
pacecraft and controlling the data decoding 

equipment to observe the results on the space
craft of the receipt of the command. Data 
from the telemetry can be scrutinized to see that 
they fall "ithin acceptable limits. Measure
ments may be taken at timed intervals to de
termine that the trend of data falls within 
proper limit . U e of the SAT enables effi
cient u e of operating per onnel and tends to 
minimize operator errors. At the same time 
the sy tem is flexible. Test routines may be 
altered by interchanging the order of tests, by 
introduc ing diagnostic programs, or by punch
mo' a new program. 
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MISSION OF THE ADVANCED ORBITING 

SOLAR OBSERVATORY 

by 

JOHN C . LINDSAY * 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

The existence of life and activity on earth 
depends on solar energy. Interest in the sun is 
thus strongly motivated by an interest in the 
effects it produces on the earth, but it is also 
motiyated by the fact that the sun is the only 
sta l' we can hope to study at close range-an 
average star " 'hose study i necessary to our 
understanding of other stars. 

The study of the sun may be considered to 
have its beginning "ith Galileo, who, after con-
tructing the first telescope in 1610 A .D., spent 

several years inyestigating the un and sunspot 
behavior. The sun has been achvely observed 
from that epoch to the present time. Now it 
is possible-through international cooperation 
under the auspices of the International Astro
nomical l~nion-for the sun to be kept under 
as nearly continuous observations as is possible 
from ground-based observatories. 

'Yith the advent of the satellite observatories, 
continuous ob ervations are possible without 
concel'll for the restrictions of weather, seeing 
conditions, or suitable ground-based locations 
for an observatory-as is a problem in the Pa
cific Ocean region. Two po sibilities exist for 
continuous solar observations from relatively 
lo\\' altitude satellites. They are: h,o satel
lites properly phased in near-equitorial orbits, 
or a single satellite in a ret rograde full sunlit 
orbit. Satellite ob ervations also have the ad
vantage that they allow the optical resolution 
to be truly diffraction-limited, since there is no 
"shimmering" due to atmospheric turbulence 
and there is 110 sca ttering clue to atmos pheri c 

* AOSO Project Scientist. Goddard Space Fli<rht 
Center. 
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clu t pa rti cles. Furthermore, satellites make 
it po sible to study the vacuum ultraviolet, 
x-ray, and gamma ray radiations from the sun 
that are absorbed in the earth's atmosphere. 

FIRST ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY (050 J) 

This ne\, era in the tudy of the sun from 
above the opaque and turbulent ea of air-our 
atmosphere-truly began with the successful 
launching of the first Orbiting Solar Observa
tory (Figure 3-1) on March 7, 1962. Prior to 

FIGURE 3- 1. First Orbiting Solar Ob 'en'atory 
(OSO I). 

the laun ch of the OSO I spacecraft (1962 , 1), 
measurements of solar radiations that are ab
sorbed in the atmosphere had been made from 
balloons, rockets, and rather simple earth satel
lites . ..As a result of the various restrictions im
posed by these techniques, hO"'ever, it was not 
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PQssible to. achieve a reasonable degree of con
tinuity in these many spectral regiQns. This 
has no'" been accomplished by the OSO. The 
characteri tic of the pacecraft that made this 
perfQrmance pos ible ,,-ere the ability of the 
spacecraft to point in trument accurately at 
the sun, a circular orbit below most of the 
radiatiQn belt but abo\'e the appreciable atmos
phere, and a tape recorder data torage system 
that, supplied practi ally complete orbit CQV
eraO'e (Reference 1). A an illu tration, dur
ing the fir t three months of Qperation the space
craft Qbtained Qyer three time a much data 
in the 1 to 10 \. x-ray region a had previou ly 
been acquired, and over 4000 times the data 
previQusly a quired Qf the sun's pectrum. from 
50 to 400A. There "ere other measurements of 
x rays (20 to 100 kev) and gamma rays (100 
kev to 3 Me,', and 50 to 300 Mev). 

A an illustration Qf the type Qf data OSO I 
will provide, the 50 to 400A pectrometer data 
cQnsist of three type : quiet sun data; data that 
represent the effect of sQlar actiyity, such as 
plage groups; and data arisinO" as a result of 
a Qlar flare .* Enhancement Qf the spectra as 
as re nlt of a flare is hO\m in Figure 3-2. A 

*Pri,ate communication \Yith ~Ies TS. Xeupert and 
Werner. 
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can be seen, the 30-:1: line is enhanced by approxi
mately 30 percent, ,yhereas the 284 line is in
crea ed by a factQr Qf apprQximately 2.5. 

In Figure 3-3, the l'ariations in the solar 
coronal flux are sho\,n and a compari on is 
made between the green cQronal line and the 
Fe XV 2 -:l:A line, as ",ell as an Fe XVI 335A 
line. It. can be seen that the correlation bet \,een 
these line is reasQnably bood, sho\ying that 
changes in the intensity Qf the 2 -:l:A and 335A 
line Qccur because of plage activity (non-flare 
condition) Qn the sun. 

InfQrmation of this type is important not 
only to. solar physicists but also to O"eophysici t · 
'Tho are interested in the effect of solar radia
tions on the iono phere. It allows the geophysi
cist, in lieu of actual solar ultraviQlet measure
ment , to draw reasQnable conclusions as to 
variations in these iQnizing radiations frQm 
kno\yledo'e of the solar activity indices, such 
as the OTeen line of Fe XVI. In addition to 
the behavior pattern Qf these b,o spectral 
lines-of ,,-hich "-e are just beginning to get a 
reasonable kno,,-ledge-there are over 100 lines 
in the spectral regiQn to be analyzed, and an 
interpretatiQn mu t be made concerning the 
data_ 

The ad vent of earth-Qrbiting laboratories as 
a tQQl for solar research had been looked for
ward to by many a trQnQmers as Qne of the 
mQst impQrtant developments since the inven
tion of the telescope. Although OSO I ,...-as an 
important step alQng the way, it WQuld be un
true to as ume that it represents the fulfillment 
of the solar astrQnomers' dream; fQr OSO I was 
limited in its capabi lity. The e restrictions 
"ere due to the rather limited pointing accuracy 
(1 arc minute in two. axes), the limited space 
and weight anilable to perfQrm pointed experi
ments (8 x x 3 inches with a "'eight of less 
than 70 pound ), and the restricted orbit allow
ing only about 60 percent QbservatiQn. 

ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY 

What, then, is the mi ion Qf the _\.dvanced 
Orbiting olar Observatories? 

It is nothing mQre than to provide the sophis
ticated spacecraft necessary to ad \-ance the 
study Qf the sun-earth relatiQns and to. study 

-, 
I 
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the sun as a star from the vantage point of the 
spacecraft orbit. This is the general mission, 
and it is not possible to be much more specific. 
The reason for this is that a long delay exists 
between the concept of a spacecraft and the 
first lawlch. For example, the planning of the 
present OSO I was begun in February 1959, 
with the first lalIDch occurring in March 1962. 
For the Advanced Orbiting SoJar Observatory 
(Helios), the initial planning was done in the 
Spring of 1961-with the first laullch, hope
fully, in 1966. Thus, guessing what the solar 
physicist will need to observe in 1966 and on 
into the 1910's is the problem. As an illustr a
tion . of the type of problems that scientists 
might attempt to study by using experiments 
on Helios, we shall consider the following 
aspects of solar flares: 

~ 
~ , 
0 
u 

1. The energy storage phenomena in the pre
flare active region . 

2. The flare mechani m for energy release. 
3. The manifestations of the energy release. 

(a) Electromagnetic radiation. 
(b) Particle flux. 
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4. Energy transport from the sun to the 
mLrth. 

The Energy Storage Phenomena in the Pre- Flare 

Active Region 

The most promising source for the flare en
ergy is in the localized high-intensity mag
net ic fields as ociated with centers of activity. 
Severny ha made obsen'ations appearing to 
establish that the origin of a flare is associated 
with the instability of these magnetic fields. 
His obsen·ations show change in the field from 
before to after a flare; however, work at Mt. 
Wilson does not confirm these observations 
( Referen ce 2). 

Magnetograms are now made at several 
ground-based observatories. However, one 
difficulty is that usually only one magnetogI'am 
can be made per day because of air turbulence. --At present the magnetic fields of centers of ac-
ti\' ity can be measured only from ground-based 
observatories. However, \yith an improved 
spacecraft there may exist methods of making 
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surprior magnetograms of the sun from above 
the atmo phere. 

Obsen-ation at Mt. 'Vil son 11a\'e sho\,n that 
there is a striking correspondence between 
calcillm-plage regions and magnetic fields, and 
it ha been concluded that the clo e one Iond
ence in mo t sma ll st ructu ral details beh,een 
cal ium plages and the magneti c field indicated 
a real physical relation. Rocket spectrohelio
g;ram ~ (Reference 3) of the hydrogen Lyman
alpha line sho\1 more contra t and are coar er 
than tho e obtained in cal cium Ie or hydrogen 
alpha. The hydrogen Lyman-alpha i be
lien:'d to originate higher in the chromo phere 
than hydrogen alpha. ,yhereas ca lcium K origi
nate lo\yer do\\n. 'With highly stabi lized sat
el li te it would be po sible to tudy the growth 
and decay of center of acti\' ity at yarious alti 
tude ,,·ithin the solar atmo phere by recorded 
pect roheliogram s in selected yaCllllm ultra

yiolet and x-ray emi s. ion line or "a,-elength 
bands. 

The Flare Mechanism for Energy Release 

Althoua-h the ideas of energy storage form a 
rea onabl picture, much 'Tork i required to 
establi h their va lidity and to extend the theo
ri es of flare phenomena. Variou uggestions 
for xplaining the flare mechanism 11av~ b~en 
propo ed, ba ed on idea , ll h a the bUlldmg 
up of charge dellsity \,ith a ,ubsequent elec
trical di scharge, magnetic pinch effects, local 
chana-es in condu tiyity, the rate of change of 
the magneti c flux, etc. The present ly fa:-ored 
idea i that the flare is connected "-lth a 
coll apse of the magnetic field. Since in the 
chromospheric-coronal pIa ma the line of force 
are "frozen:' into the matter. the matter col-
1apses 'lith the field. 1. nder uch. condition, 
ultraviolet and x-ray emi ion is enhanced . 

Mea urement of the yaCUllm ultraviolet and 
x-ray pectrum of radiation from a center of 
actiyity could be done from a spacecraft and 
would aid in determining the excitation tem
perature and electron density. This informa
tion ",ill aid in understanc1ingflare phenom-
ena, 
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Manifestations of the Energy Release 

The energy released fro111 the sun during a 
fla I'e i II ually detected by obseni ng the sun's 
eledromao'netic radiations. either from ground 
obsena to~ies or from rocket and atellite ob
setTatories. In the \'isible region of tl1e 
spectra the H alpha and calcium Hand K lines 
are the most frequently u ed. 

!tis rea onable to expect that the ultraviolet 
lines of bydrogen, helium, and the line of 
highly ionized iron obsened from the orbiting 
solar obsenatorie ,,·m add importnnt ne,,
kno\\'lec1ge to the flare mechanism. 

X-ray obsenations should leael to new Imowl
edo'e c;ncernino' flare. and quite pos ibly \\'ill r ".. 

aid in unambiguously cIa sifying flare types 
and sizes. G. El\\'ert has theoretically studied 
the o'eneration of the vacuum ultrayiolet and r 

x-ray radiation of the un. Hi re ult indi-
cate' that x ray of 10.\. and longer are emitted 
from the coronal of the quiet sun . "hereas x 
rays from 0.1 to 10.\. are expected from lower 
in the olar atmosphere o\'er actiye regions such 
a flare. The integrated x-ray flux below A 
at the eaJ-th 's distance from the quiet sun is 
about 10-6 erg/ cm2-sec. The intensity hAS been 
obsened to increase by three to four orders of 
magnitude during flare actil·ity. An impro,-ed 
spacecraft\\'ould make it pos ible to study the 
areas of origin of thi flux on the sun. 

En.ergy Transport from the Sun to the Earth 

!tis quite po sible that all flare eject par
ticle. Ho\\'e\'er, such particle are not ob-
erved at the earth following e\'ery flare. It 

has been suggested by Gold that a magnetic 
tube guide the particles through interplane
tary space, determining \\'hether they impact 
the region of the e,lrth. Optical measurements 
from n spacecraft han a good possibility of 
c1etectino' the e mao'netic tubes, or sola?' stTeam-r r 

en. The measurements Ilould consi st of ob-
senin(T the lio·ht catterec1 from the olar par-r r 

ticles as ociated with the magnetic field. These 
strea mel'S have been ob ervecl durin o' eclipses; 
11o\\,e\'el', they are obscured by light scattered 
from the atmosphere luring normal seeing. 
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By studying the requirements of these pro
posed mea urements, some of the required 
spacecraft specifical ions can be formulated. 
For example, if spectroheliogmms are to be 
made with sufficient resolution to follow the 
life of centers of activity, then l-arc-second 
resolution will be ultimately required. To 
obtain reasonable size spectroheliogram images 
for use with a television camera aboard the 
spacecraft, provision for adequate focal length 
optics is required. (A 10-foot focal length will 
produce a l.13-inch-diameter olar image.) 

By following this procedure for the propo ed 
mea urements and other observations of inter
est, a set of preliminary specificat ions 'yas pre
pared. Thi '"ere presented to a group of in
terested astronomer at. a meeting held for the 
purpose at the High Altitude Observatory in 
.June 1961. ~\.s a result of these discu ions, the 
concept for the Advanced Orbiting olar Ob-
ervatory (Helios) was finalized . 

EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR AOSO 

The proposed Ad,-anced Orbitino' olar Ob
servatory (Figure 3-4) is a spacecmft about 10 
feet long and 40 inches in diameter, weighing 
about 1000 pounds. Of thi weight, 250 pounds 
i 1'e erved for experiments occupying a cubic 
volume of more than 15 cubi ' feet . I t " 'ill be 
po sibl e to {iy a 20-inch telescope, 10 feet long. 

The lOll a-term pointing accuracy is 5 arc sec
onds ,yith a, sholt-term jitter of no more than 
0.5 arc econd/ econd. On COlnman 1, the space
craft. can be pointed at. any spot on the sun. For 
forming images at ,yavelen!rths shorter than re
flection optics all ow, a line scan an be formed 
by scannin o' the spacecraft. Data sto rage ca
pacity is 40 million bits. Po,yer ayailable for 
experiments is 75 ,Yatt. The orbit is polar ret
rograde full sunlit. 

Further information concer~ling the pace
craft is included in the paper by Mr. A . J. 
Cenenka, to be presented next in this ses ion. 

FIG ' HE 3--4. Ar tist's concept of Advanced Orbiting 
Solar Obsermtory (Belios). 
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ONE APPROACH TO THE 
ENGINEERING DESIGN OF THE 
ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY 

by 

ADOLPH J. CERVENKA * 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

The Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory (AOSO) 
i being designed by NASA specifically for extensive 
and detailed studies of the sun, The field of view of 
this observa tory will extend to a distance of about 10 
sun diameters from the center of the djsk : ,vet a 5-arc
second pointing preci. ion permit. some 400 separate 
observations in one pa. s across the sun 's d iameter , The 
AOSO can carry ubstantially heavier experilll ent pay
loach, than the OSO, and its near-polar orbit prmride' 
01ese experiments with continuou. sunl ight for D 
months after launch, 

This paper summa rize.' the design study conducted 
hy NASA's GOddard Space Flight Center, in which 
emphasis was placed on stabilization and control of the 
,'pacecraft-a criti cal de ign area, In particular, sun 
tracker requirements were il1\'estigated in deta·il, and 
t he conceptual design of a tracker produced in the 
study is described. The sun tracker work included 
experimental demonstrations of the feasibility and 
accuracy of GSFC's concept. and it appears that the 
±2-arc-second accuracy r equired of a sun tracker ca n 
be attained. In the other subsystem areas, such as 
commun ications, data handling, and ]lower supply, 
maximum use will be made of technology and hard
ware deYeloped in the OGO, GAO, and otber programs. 
The communications and data bandling equipment 
being deYeloped for OGO genera ll y will satisfy AOSO 
requirements. 

To lIleet tbe spacecraft design requi rement of n 70-
percent IJrobability of a l-~'ear operational life. re
dundant coml10nents will be used exteni<i\'el~- , This 
alll)l'Oach permits the use of readily available parts. 
hut the initial spacecraft weight estimate" exceed the 
payload ,capability of a Thor Agena lannch vehicle. 
Howe\'er, it i" felt that this limit represent" a reason
able weight goal: and stud ies to achieve it are 
t'ontinuing, 

INTRODUCTION 

The ~\OSO project is in its formative stage, 
and there :ue at present several design ap-

• AOSO Project Manager, Goddard Space Flight 
Center. 
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proaches from which to choose. Three of these 
approache resulted from the NASA-funded 
design studies that "ere conducted by Ball 
Brothers Research Corporation, Space Tech
nology Laboratories, and RepUblic Aviation 
Corporation. A fourth approach is the product 
of the Goddard Space 'Flight Center's (GSFC) 
in-house studie conducted over the past year. 
Th is pa pel' is largely a summary of the in -house 
activit ies on this project. 

The design objective most commonly associ
ated ,yi th the AOSO is its ±5-arc-second point
ing accuracy. For those ,yorking in the solar 
phy ie field, thi objective ha considerable 
significance, since it represents an order-of
magnitude improvement over the first genera
tion of OSO·s. For those who need a yardstick, 
5 arc econds is the angle a golf ball subtends 
at a distance of about 1 mile; or, at earth dis
tance, 5 arc seconds represents over 2000 miles 
on the sun's surface. So, depending on whether 
" 'e are looking for golf balls or sun spots, this 
accuracy appears to be either excellent or still 
rather coarse. 

The angle of resolution "ill actually ap
proach ±1 . econd of arc , since jitter ,yill be 
li mited to that value; and the jitter rate will 
be limited to 0.5 arc second per second of time. 

The ±5-arc-second pointinO' accuracy will be 
~Lttainab l e over a 40-minute-of-arc quare, cen
tered on the sun's disk. It ,,·ill have less point
ing precision (- 1 arc minute) in the outlying 
~lrea , extending to a lO-arc-degree squa,l'e. In 
addition, the spacecraft ",ill be capable of pro
viding raster scans anywhere "ithin this 10-
degree field. On command, a 40-arc-minute 
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raster scan having 120 lines (approximately 20-
arc-second spacing) can be provided within 30 
minutes of time for the complete frame. A 
5-arc-minute raster scan can also be provided 
anywhere " ithin the -±O-arc-minute square cen
tered on the sun. These pointing and scan capa
bilities are summarized in Figure 4-1. 

TYPICAL 5-ft RASTER SCAN 
10' 0 

TYPICAL 40-ft RAS TER SCAN 
(SEE NOTE) 5' f--40'-j liT 

0 1 5' -1 1.1 
60 LINES ;t- 40' 

5 ;n. SPAC ING 

TYPICAL 'OFFSET POINT 1 5 min TIME 

1--40' ----j 
120 LINE S 

20 ;n. SPACING 
25 m;n TIME 

10' 'lJ' '-I J- 40' 

-{ /1 \ :1: 1 
1--32, ----J POINTING ACCURACY 

5 ;n. WITHIN THIS SQUARE 

NOTE, 
5-ft RASTER WILL ALWAYS BE LOCATED 
WITHIN THE 40-ft SQUARE THAT IS CENTERED 
ABOUT THE MEAN SOLAR DISK. 

I'- r--.. POINTING ACCURACY I f. WITHIN 10' SQUARE 

FIGURE 4--1. AOSO pointing and scanning pattern. 

ome additional, althouo-h less dramatic, in
formation regarding experiment capabilities is 
that the volume available to carry the experi
ment measures 37 X 37 inches normal to, and 
60 inches in the direction of, the un. Total 
experiment weio'ht limit is 250 pounds. 

A basic requirement of a solar obselTatory is 
tliat it see the sun during as much of its life 
as po sible, since the large payload and ac
curate pointing capabilitie of the ..:-\.080 are 
of no \'a lue during an e'lip e. Therefore con
siderable attention ,ya o-iven to the selection 
of an orbit that ,,'ould ha\'e a large proportion 
of full un time . In thi tudy, a ran/te of or
bital altitude from 50 to 2500 nautical mi les 
,\'as considered. Inclination ano-les \,ere com
puted for all the orbits investigated to give the 
ideal regressiollrate of 0.9856 degree/ da.y. This 
regression rate i required to provide maxi
mum time in unlight for all times during the 
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year, and it is desired that the regression keep 
the line of nodes of the orbit perpendicular to 
the sunl ine. Expressions were developed to 
compute the amount of eclipse per orbit, and 
al 0 the portion of it year the eclipsed orbits 
\yould occur. 

Figure 4:-:2 presents the maximum amount of 
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l!'IGURE 4--2. Percent of orbit in eclipse for circular 
orbits. 

eclipse per orbit for nriolls orbital altitudes 
that ideally could be obtained. Eclipse-free 
orbits begin at an altitude of 7±-± nautical miles 
and continue to 1813 nautical miles .. At this al
titude, eclipsed orbits begin again because of 
the decrease .in the orbital inclination required 
to maintain the desired orbital regre ion rate. 

The eclipse-free region between 744 and 1818 
naut.ical miles v'Qu ld be selected if this were 
the only factor. Ho\ye\'er, considerations such 
as Van Allen belt radiation and reduced orbital 
payload capab ility at high altitudes Jed to the 
selection of a 300-nautical-mil e ol'bit. At this 
altitude, the satellite will ideally ex'perience 23-
percent dark time during its most eclip ed orbit. 
.\..dditional calculati ons for this altitude indi
cated that either\of hyo launch times ,,,ill re ult 
in orbits \\'ith no eclipse occurring for a maxi
mum number of day follo,ying launch. These 
launch time are August 12 at HOO GMT and 
February 6 at 0200 GMT. In either case the 
launch should be in a southwe t direction from 
the Pacific Missile Range (PMR) in order to 
obtain an orbital inclination of 2.-± degrees. 

i 

J 
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DESIGN O F ADVANCED ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY 

The August 12 launch produces eclipsed orbits 
in the summer, and the February 6 lawlch pro
duces eclipsed orbits in the winter. Either 
launch date \yill result in 267 days of orbits 
with full sun'light and 98 days of eclipse, the 
maximum echpse time being 2R percent of the 
orbit pel>jod. These times do not include the ef
fects of injection errors in launch time, inclina,
tion angle, and altitude. Examples of launch
time variations on the full-sunlight orbit are 
summarized in Tahle 4-1. The effect of other 

TABLE 4-1 

Effect of Launch-Time Variation on Orbit 

Effect of Launch 
Window 

Days 
After Launch Window (min) 

Optimum Days Days Lost 
Lost For For + Limit 
- Limit 

0 0.0 to + 19.3 0 3. 3 
1 -9.0 to +26.4 O. 6 5.7 
2 -13.6 to +31. 2 1.9 8. 3 
3 -18.4 to +36 3. 1 11. 1 

errors were also estimated, particulady in terms 
of the maximum eclipse time per orbit that 
hould be used as a spacecraft design criterion. 

These calculations showed that a 35-percent 
eclipse time could reasonably be expected, and 
this value \yas used in estimating pacecraft 
subsystem design requirements. 

SPACECRAFT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The specifications for the AOSO have been 
described thus far mainly from a scientific in
strument standpoint. In formulating these 
specifications, considera:ble attention \,as given 
to their engineering implication with regard 
to the launch vehicle and pacecraft require
ments. The 'pointing and scan capabi lities of 
the observatory generally define the stabil iza
tion and control system requirements. Some 
other requirements and restrictions used in the 
spacecraft design tudy are described in the 
following sections. 

Launch Vehicle 

The launch vehicle recommended as most de
intble from a cost and reliability standpoint 
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is the Thor Agena. For a 300-nautical-mile 
polar orbit, the Thor Agena has a total payload 
capability of 9-:1:6 pounds. Included in this 
weight lU'e items such as adapters and separa
tion devices. F,ol' a non-polar orbit, an addi
t ional weight penalty of 8 lb/ degree retrograde 
would also be suiI:'ered. These items limit the 
actual payload capability to a:bout 840 pounds 
for an 82.4-degree retrograde orbit. 

The dimensiona'l limitations imposed on the 
pacecraft are shown in Figure 4-3, which shows 
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08SERVATORY STATIC 
ENVELOPE 

AERODYNAM IC SHROUD 

--- STATION 198.500 

_.r STATION 244,500 

-yt.t=~-=i==~=F-- '- STATION 245.500. 

GENERAL NOTES, 

STA TlON NUM8ERS & DIMENSIONS MARKED WITH ASTERISK· DEFINE 
8AS IC AGENA '8" SHROUD GEOMETRY. 

THE MI NIMUM STATIC CLEARANCE 8ETWEEN THE SPACECRAFT 

ENVELOPE & SHROUD STRUCTURE IS 2.75 INCHES. 

FWURE 4--3, Observatory static envelope. 

an out line of the Agena shroud and the space
craft ' maximum dimensions. The spacecraft 
diameter is limited to 55 inches and the length 
to 132 inches; however, an experiment could 
project an additional 50 inches forward into 
t he on ical portion of the shroud. 

.A summary of launch loads and motion as
'luned is as follows: acceleration aft, 8.6 g's; 
lateral, 2.0 g's; vrbration, to 3.5 g's rm at a 
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maximum frequently of nOOO cp ' ; hock values, 
to 5.5 g's. Sound pre 'sure inside the shroud is 
assumed to reach 138 decibels. 

The spacecraft residual motion rate at sepa
ration \\'ere a umed to be, in degrees per 
second: 

Pitch-0.1 
Yaw -0. 05 
Roll -0.3 

Tracking and Data Handling 

It is a sumed that the entire Minitrack net
work is avai lable a a data-gathering system. 
Prime data-acquisition stations will be at the 
following locations: Rosman, Jorth Carolina; 
Qui to, Ecuador; Fairbanks, Alaska; Australia; 
South Africa; and Santiago, Chile. 

The tations ,,-ill have 40- or 85-foot anten
na '. Other equipment in a typical Minitrack 
tation will include phase demodulation; diver

sity combination; PCM ignal conditioning; 
quick-look equipment for FM/ FM, PCM, and 
PF 1 station operational checks; and auto
matic-tracking antennas. 'When no project 
personnel are located at the station, then equip
ment unique to the project and necessary for 
sati factory operation is also located in that 
area . 

Reliability 

The ground rule on reliability is that the 
spacecraft ,,-ill have a predicted 70 percent or 
better reliability for an orbital operation of 1 
year. 

Experimental Data Capacity 

The experimental data-storage capacity spe
cified i 43.2 X 106 bits. Data handling equip
ment is to ha\"e the capability for either storage 
or real-time tran mis ion as given in Table 4-2. 

TABLE 4-2 

Data Handling Equipment Capability 

No. of Word Bit Rate 
Source of Experimenta l Data Measure- Length (bits/sec) 

ments 

Irnaged _____ _________ 5 8 3800 
Scanned ______ _______ 5 16 640 

on-scanned _________ 15-2 8 200 
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SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN 

The basic configuration approach as shown 
in Figure 4-4 con ists of a spacecraft subsys
tems compartment, olar cell paddles, and the 

SOLAR ARRAYS 

OBSERVATORY 
OPTICAL 

AXIS 

SUN TRACKER 

TYPICAL EXPERIMENT PORTS 

LAUNCH VEHICLE 
MOUNTING 

SURFACE 

FIGU IlE -!--!. Conceptual configu ration of AOSO. 

experiment box. K ot shown in the schematic 
is the transition section that connects the space
craft to the Agena booster. In addition to 
transmitting the launch loads, this ection also 
provide the dimen ional transition from the 
57-inch ,..\.gena support ring to the 55-inch 
spacecraft diameter. 

Acyl indrical spacecraft subsystems configur
ation "'n. selected from structural, therma l, and 
'Volume consideration. For example, to mini
mize thcrmal control problems, it is desirable to 
mount, all the subsystem components on one 
plate that will radiate heat directly to space. 
A circular or octagonal plate would provide the 
mounting surface required for all the subsys
tems ,,-ithil1 the 55-inch-diameter limitations. 
From a fabrication point of view, the circular 
plate and cylinder is simpler to produce and 
hence le s expensi \-e, and \Ya therefore selected. 
The experiment compartment is sho\yn as a rec
tangular box- since this is the shape given in 
the design study specification- and allows the 
o]ar axrays to be folded up around it during 

launch. The experiment packag-e con i t of a 
thermal hield, an experiment support stnlC
tu re, and the experiments. The thermal shield 
has aperture in the face normal to the solar 
radiation to admit the requisite radiation into 
the experiments and the fine sun tracker. 
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Structure 

From the fOl'eaoing discus ion, it is soon that 
part .of the spacecraft structure is the subsystem 
mounting bulkhead and the cylindrical outside 
wall of the subsystem compartment. The addi
tion of a second bulkhead bebyeen the sub ys
tem compartment and the experiment package 
completes the structure. This second bulkhead 
is required toO fulfill the requirement of experi
ment thermal i olation from the subsystem com
ponents and to proyide a stable mounting plat
form for the experiment package. 

The basic load-carrying strllctu re ,,-ithin the 
proposed configuration of the spacecraft is con
ceived to be as follows: 

Agena-to-observato1'Y transition ection : 
open truss structure 

Subsystem compartment : reinforced mono
coque circular shell with byo reinforced 
metal honeycomb bulkheads 

E xperiment hectt shield: reinforced mono
coque 

Expe1'iment support tntcture: hoIlo,,- meta 1 
honeycomb beam supported at the center 
of o-ravity 

The entire structure will be fabricated from 
aluminum, or possibly magnesium alloys, be
cause of the st ringent ,,-eight problem imposed 
by the launch ,"ehicle payload capability. 

The evaluation of load paths starts with the 
eight Agena hard point. Eight load paths 
would enter the monocoque circular shell of the 
subsystem compartment, and it is proposed 
herein to combine adjacent pairs of load paths 
within the shell so that there are four load 
paths at the fonyard bulkhead of the subsystem 
compartment to proOvide support for the four 
corners of the experiment heat shield. The 
combining of load paths will require extra l.oad
carrying members ,yithin the circular shell. 
The two bulkheads at either end of the compart
ment are basically ci r ular flat plates that re
quire stiffening. Both open truss and composite 
shear web beams ,yere considered. Since all 
subsystem components are to be mounted on the 
aft bu lkhead in a cantil ever fashion , the extra 
plate-stiffening members are employed toO se
cure the fonyard end of any component that re
quires it. The shell structure must have ap-
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propriate coatings, materials, insulators, and 
thermal couplers so that the radial shell ,yill be 
a good thermal radiator to space and a mini
mum absorber of thermal energy from external 
sources. 

The basic design approach to the experiment 
package problem is to build an extremely rigid 
experiment suppor t structure, to provide an 
isothermal environment for it, and then to 
mount all the element with critical alignment 
requirement (experiment, sun tracker) to this 
st ructure. The function of the experiment 
package thermal shield is to provide an approxi
matel y isothermal environment for the experi
ments and sun tracker (on the experiment sup
port structure) and to provide a floating 
structural attachment for the experiment sup
port st ructure so that no structural distortions 
are transmitted to the rigid experin"lent support 
st ructure. The thermal . hield has four load 
path s through it , one at each corner. The ideal 
structural attachment for the experiment sup
port structure would seem to be three points at 
the center of the mass of th~ experiment, sttpport 
structure, sun tracke1' assembly. This consid
era tion may dictate that the experiment package 
configuration be cylindical rather than rectan
gular. For the time being, it will be assumed 
that a four-poin t floating attachment can be 
conceived to attach directly to the four longi
tudinal load-carrying members in the thermal 
barri er , so that heat will not be transferred into 
the support structure by the thermal shield. 
Material, coatings, and insulation used for the 
experiment support structure and thermal con
trol must satisfy the following requirements : 
The external faces of the thermal shield must 
radiate thermal energy to space; the front face 
of the thermal shield must accept only the 
minimum amount of olar energy consistent 
"ith the efficient operation of the experiments 
a nd the sun tracker; the internal faces of the 
thermal shield must absorb radiated thermal 
energy from the experiments and the sun track
er, and transfer it adequately to the external 
surfaces; the experiments must be uitably 
coated and mounted so that the rnaximum 
amount of thermal energy is radiated and so 
that the as embly of experiment, support struc-
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ture, and sun tracker will quickly reach and 
maintain thermal equilibrium even during 
periods of partial or full solar occultation. 

Stabilization and Control 

The purpose of the attitude stabilization and 
control subsystem is to provide the very precise 
point ing and scan capability required of the 
spacecraft. Various control concepts "'ere in
\-estigated before the y tem ho\,n in Figure 
4-5 was evolved. The major components of this 
subsystem consist of a 8~ln tmcke1' to provide 
pitch and yaw information and star trackers 
for roll controL Control actuation is by mean 
of three orthogonally mounted inertia "heels; 
momentum unloading of the "heels is per
formed \yith magnetic torque coils. During 
initial stabilization and acquisition control, 
actuation is provided by a cold <Ta jet system. 
Figure ±-5 indicates the normal flo\, of infor
mation, a " ell as possible backup modes of 
operation in the event of fai lure of one or more 
of the sybsystem components. Although not 
hown in the diao'ram, redundant un trackers 

are anticipated. 
The operation of the control ystem can be 

illustrated by an examination of the component 
fun tions during the follo\ying control modes: 

Initial stabilization and acquisition 
Normal orientation 
Off et pointing 
Raster scanning 

olar occultation and reacquisition 
Initial i t«bilization and Acqui. ition-The 

AO 0 will be inserted in a 300-nautical-mile 
near-polar orbit, \yith possible residual tum
bling rates beinO' a high as 1 degree/ sec about 
each axis. A time of one orbit period, approxi
mately 96 minutes, has been allotted for initial 
detumblinO' and acqui ition. 

During the initial tabilization and acquisi
tion mode, control system information is ob
tainel from the rate-integrating gyro (in rate 
mode) and from th e coarse sun sensor. 

The feasibility of byo methods of initial 
stabilization \ya studied. Thefir tmethod uti l
izes magnetic torquing by mean of reaction 
with the ealih's magnetic field, and the second 
method il1\-oh-es torquing ",ith a cold gas jet 
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system. In both cases, rate information is from 
a rate gyro mounted parallel to each control 
axis. Results of this study showed that mag
netic torquing is not a fea ible means for initial 
acqui ition, owing to the large power require
ments ancll0l1O' acquisition time. The cold ga 
jet. system proyed superior to the magnetic 
torquinO', requiring only 0.05 pound of nitrogen 
a)ld 13.2 se onds of time for acquisition. 

Initial stabilization and acquisition are com
pleted \yith the acquisition of s'tellar reference. 

Normal 0 rientation-The normal orientation 
mode follows initial acquisition. The sun 
tracker and the reference star sensor signals 
control spacecraft orientation. During normal 
orientation, the optical axis of the observatory 
is pointed at the geometric center of the sun, 
and the control requirements are determined by 
the di turbance torques acting on the space
craft. The momentum imparted to the observa
tory by t.hese disturbances is transferred to the 
inertia ~\'heels. It is estimated that the total 
momentum absorbed pel' orbit by the pitch, 
yaw, and roll axes wheels is 0.42, 0.005, and 0.0 
ft-Ib/ sec respecti\'ely. The wheels can be un
loaded on a continuou basis by magnetic 
torquing, but once per orbit "ould be ufficient 
beca use of the large momentwn storage capa
bility inherent in each wheel. 

Off et Pointing- Offset pointing i the capa
bility of directing the observatory optical axis 
to any position in a 10-degree square centered 
on the sun. Jormal orientation is a special 
case of offset pointing where the offset position 
is zero. Slewing to any offset po ition "ill be 
accomplished by commanding the appropriate 
coordinates and rate-limiting the observatory 
motion. 

Raste1' S ca:n ill ode-The raster scan mode pre
sents the most demanding requirements on the 
\.OSO attitude control system. Problem areas 

arise in obtaining optimum torque to reverse 
the motion of the observatory at the completion 
of each scan line a \yell as in maintaining the 
desired 5-arc-second accumcy_ The reference 
variable for the yaw control loop ,,-ill be a digi
tal saw tooth with rounded corners tailored to 
suit the specific sy tem. Con ideration of the 
yaw reference variable comer is important, be-
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caus3 the to rque applied for turnaround de
pends on the amount of momentum stored in 
the inertia \\'heel. By tailoring the reference 
variable and the inertia wheel motor charac
teristics, an effi cient repeatable turnaround that 
is independent of the stored momentum can be 
achieved, The reference ntriable for the pitch
axis loop is a series of steps applied d uring yaw 
turnaround. 

Roll-axi control is obtained with byo single
~imbaled star trackers. The trackers are gim
baled about the obsen-atory pitch axis and can 
retain the reference star in the field of view 
only by allo\yjng the obselTatory to roll. A 

COMMAND 
LOG IC AND 
STORAGE 

SUN REfER~ J I SUN TRACKER 

NORMAL 

i----I---i g~~~~;~~~~ 
RASTER SCAN 

A 

C 

C 0, 

PITCH ANGLE NW 
UPDATING 

single gimbal is used for increased reliability, 
and hYO trackers are required because any de
sir'able reference star will be occultated at least 
once during an orbit. A correction prism is 
needed for one of the star t rackers because two 
stars cannot be found that are exactly diametri
cally opposed. 

ola?' Occultation and Reacquisition-Anal
ysis of the observatory launch and orbit shows 
that, "ith three-sigma insertion errors, 35 min
utes of solar eclipse can be expected during some 
orbits fo r 3 months of the mission. During this 
time, drift due to external disturbances reaches 
such a magnitude as to preclude reacquisition 

'EFERENCE 
COMMAND 

AND FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 

DISTURBANCE 
TORQUES 

BACKUP MOMENTUM UNLOAD ,---'----, 

C 

FIG HE 4-5, Stabilization ancI control subsystem. 
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in the specified time. Two ·sensors are avail
able to provide attitude information for active 
control during solar occultation; a star tracker, 
and the yaw-star ensor. The yaw-star sensor is 
mounted so as to face in the opposite direction 
of the Slill tracker. This sen or lock on a star 
of opportunity and, in conjunction with the 
star tracker, provides the necessary inertial ref
erence. Rate/ rate-integrating gyros in the in
tegration mode can provide a backup. The 
yaw- tar sensor was suggested by Space Tech
nology Laboratories, Inc., one of the AOSO 
study contractors; and their studies indicated 
that, ,,,,ith the proper field of vie,Y, stellar lock
on will be accomplished before the observatory 
has drifted more than 6 degrees. 

un Tmcke1'-The AOSO sun tracker must 
have the following characteristics to fulfill its 
performance requirements: 

1. A pointing accuracy of I to 2 seconds of 
arc when oriented within a 40-arc-minute 
square centered on the sun, and an accuracy 
of I minute of arc when outside of this square 
and inside a 10-degree square centered on 
the sun. 

2. The capability to track on command 
within the above 10-degree square. 

3. A tracking system bandpa of about 70 
radians/ sec. 

4. Compatibility with a simple, reliabl e 
pro<Yramming and command system. 

5. A reliable and long-lived design. 
ince it is recognized that the development 

of a sun tracker to meet these requirement 
'yould call for an extension of the state-of-the
art equivalent to that being attempted in the 
case of the OAO star tracker, a complete sun 
tracker study is beyond the scope and intent of 
thi paper. However, the sun tracker problem 
in general and the pecific GSFC tracker will 
be di ·cussed. 

"\iV ork on various approaches to sun tracker 
de ign led to the rotating-slab design, in which 
operation depends on the refraction of light 
through a slab of glass. If the index of refrac
tion of the glass and its thickness are properly 
controlled, the angle of the light from the sun 
can be measured precisely by positioning the 
slab (see Figure 4-6). The slab is rotated until 
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FIG RE 4-6. Rotating- lab sun tracker geometry. 

the sunlight passing through the gla s nulls a 
photosensitive detector. A 20-arc-second rota 
tion of the slab corresponds to a l-arc-second 
angle of incidence of the sunlight. An existing 
Baldwin digital encoder ,<;ith an accuracy of 
20 arc seconds will measure the slab position; 
this readout ,yill be compared with the observa
tory l'eferenee variable to form the error signal 
for the control sy tem . ..:\.. servomotor will po-
ition the encoder and lab. The two units 

described above, one for the pitch and another 
fol' the yaw axis, comprise the tracker. An iso
metric yi e,Y of the sun tracker is shown in 
Figure 4-7. A most important feature of this 
design is that the axe of the two slabs are 
ortho<Yonal. This permits commanding the 
sun tracker in the same reference frame as the 
satell ite and considerably reduces the complex
ity of the pointing command system. 

DurinO' the proce s of studying sun trackers, 
it became apparent that many interface prob
lems exist, one of "hich is the required com
patibility between the tracker and the com
mand logic or reference function generation . 
In considering the many sun trackers, it wa 
noted that the command logic always reflected 
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FIGURE 4-7. Goddard rotating-slab sun tracker. 

the particular tracker design and is stlvngly 
dependent on it. Therefore. using a particular 
tracker infers using a particular command sys
tem. This is not a serious problem as long as 
it is recognized. Interface problems arise in 
sun tracker misalignment owing to structural 
deformations; calibration with experiments 
most likely will be required at selected intervals. 

Communications and Data Handling Subsystem 

The AOSO communicabons and data han
dling system includes a network of tracking 
and data acquisition, data reduction, and dis
play facilities as "-ell as the observatory elec
tronic equipment. A complete evalun,tion of 
t.he functional, environmental, and operational 
requirements of this entire system is obviously 
beyond the scope of this paper, and only the 
observa tory equipment portion will be dis
cussed. The requirements of the AOSO com
munications and data handling subsystem are 
Yery similar to those of the OGO spacecraft; 
this similarity reduces the component design 
effort substantially. The major problem, then, 
is to integrate satisfactori ly this subsystem with 
the stabilization and control subsystem and the 
experiment package system. 

The communications and data handling sub
sy tem of the AOSO will be described p1'1nci-
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pally from a functional rather than design 
standpoint, and each major assembly will be 
considered separately. For purposes of dis
Cllssion , the communications and data handling 
subsystem can be divided into four major 
assemblies 

COlTunand assembly 
Wide-band telemetry assembly 
N arrow-band telemetry assembly 
Timing and synchronization assembly 

Oommand Assembly-The command assem
bly of the subsystem is in essence the brain and 
nerve system of the ob ervatory. The functions 
that it performs are as follows: (1) receives, 
decode. , stores, and/ or executes ground com
mands; (2) proO"rams experiments and controls 
subsystem telemetry; and (3) performs valida
tion check on decoded commands. These func
tions are implemented as shown in Figure 4-8. 

The desired instructions to the satellite are 
encoded and u eel to modulate a 2- to 5-kw com
mand tran. mitter coupled to a direct.ive high
gain antenna, a,rray. The intelligence is trans
mitted by PC:M/ FSIC/ AM modulation on the 
command carrier. 

A brief de cription of a typical command 
will promote a. better understanding of the op
era t ion of the command elements. For ex
ample, the instruction type of command mes
sage could contain two 32-bit words and their 
complements, sent at a rate of several hundred 
bit per second; the words contain bits cleyoted 
to \\'ord sync, spacecraft address, decoder ad-

~---~NA;~OW
BAND 

TELEMETER 

FIGURE 4-8. Co=and element. 
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dres , command instruction, and the time that 
it should be executed. 

Follo,ying the reception of the signal by the 
spacecraft antenna, two pairs of dual receivers 
detect the signal. The structure of the com
mand word then determines which of the two 
decoder is addressed. The selected decoder 
synchronously decodes the message and passes 
it into the yalidation and routing circuitry, 
where the ,yord is compared with its comple
ment bit-by-bit and a verification bit is simul
taneou ly transmitted back to ground via the 
narro,y-band telemetry. The routing circuit 
decide whether the command is to be immedi
ately executed or is to be stored for execution 
at orne future time. The command distribu
tion unit determines what the instruction is and 
directs it to the proper destination . 

Wide-bnnd T elemet1'y A sembly-The most 
important assembly to the experimenter is prob
ably the "ide-band telemetry assembly, shown 
in Figure 4-9. The function of this assembly 
is to encode, format, store, and transmit data to 
the ground station. Data can be sent in real 
time or from tape storage. The design require
ments used for these omponents were made 
" ith the assumption that the following experi
ment and other information ,yould have to be 
processed: 

Item No. of Measurements 

Scanning experiments _____ __ 5 
Imaging experiments __ ______ 5 
Non canning experiments __ __ 10-20 
Experiment-related space-

craft- ______ ______ ______ (Undetermined) 
Other spacecraft status ______ (Undetermined) 

The major elements in Figure 4-9 are shown 
in functional notation; tho e to the left of the 
da hed line repl'e ent the output tel'mination of 
the various experiments. The upper block 
labeled "Experiments hift Registers" repre
sent - the digital outputs of experiments of the 
types associated with the ob en-atory's scan
ning mode of operation, although any data of 
compatible form may be presented in this cate
gory. The lower block represents t.hose expel'i-
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FroURE 4--9. Wide-band telemetry. 

ments that produce an analog (i.e., voltage or 
current, varying with time) output and that 
must be ampled in a predetermined way to 
provide the information in a more usable form 
for telemetering. 

The various elements shown to the right of 
the dashed line comprise the wide-band telem
etryassembly. The selection and gating matrix 
is the traffic control point. Its instructions are 
to a great extent pre-programmed prior to 
launch. After launch (satellite in orbit) , 
modifications to these instructions-or new in-
tructions--arrive from the execute section of 

the command assembly in either real time for 
immediate execution or for exeeution at a later 
time. It might be mentioned that this func
tion, as well as all others shown, is synchronized 
with the spacecraft master clock (timing and 
synchronization assembly). 

The data assembly unit accepts all data in 
digital form; inserts the selected format identi
fication, frame sync words required for ground 
decommutation, pointing and attitude anO'le in
formation; and forms a coded train of erial 
pu lses containing the "bits" of information. 
This pulse train is then directed to one of sev
eral destinations, depending on the record 
length, orbital position of the observatory with 
respect to data-acquisition stations at the time, 
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• 
and/ or the relative loading of the two tape 
recorders. 'Which is to say, the data train may 
modulate the transmitter directly, or it may be 
channeled into one or the other of the two tape 
recorders to be read out by command when the 
obselTatory is in a more favorable position 
with respect to a data-acquisition station. 

To retrieve stored data (approx. 20 X 106 

bits per orbit), it is obvious that the tape re
corder must be played back at considerably 
greater speed than used for recording. A nomi
nal speedup ratio of 28 to 32 times appears 
feasible. This is an extreme simplification of 
the data retrieval problem, since several orbits 
may be made before interrogation is possible. 
It does, ho"ever, suffice to show the "appetite" 
of the observatory in information gathering and 
to sho\"\' that the "digestion" of information is 
a much more complicated problem. 

Narrow-band T elemetry Assembly-The nar
row-band telemetry functions are more con
\'entional in that they are similar to those per
formed on any large satellite in a near-polar 
orbit. These functions include commutation, 
encoding, and the format of experiment and 
spacecraft data whose rate varies from a frac
tion to several times the frame rate. The types 
of information include righ-rate, high resolu
tion spacecraft data; intermediate-rate experi
ment and control information; low-rate moni
tor; and on-off events. It also accepts 
command verification, monitors state-of-com
mand storage, and transmits data in real time. 

Figure 4-10 shows the arrangements of the 
functional units. The main narrow-band mul
tiplexer commutates the "high-rate" spacecraft 
data. Experiment status and other medium
rate data are commutated at intermediate rate 
by a subcommutator. The slow-speed commu
tator, operating at a still lower synchronous 
speed, commutates such data points as tempera
tures, supply voltages, and other information of 
the so-called housekeeping variety. A fourth 
type of data, which is characterized by on ly t,yO 
states, such as ON -OFF (switches, relays, 
gates, etc.), may be sent most efficiently by as
signing a particular single bit to each of the 
points to be monitored. 
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Narrow·band telemetry. 

The narrow-band data handling unit, which 
has its counterpart in the wide-band element, 
formats all digital data, inserts frame sync code 
,Yords, subframe identification, etc., and gen
erates the serial PCM pulse train that phase
modulates one or the other of the two 136-Mc 
transmitters. 

Timing and Synchronization Assembly-The 
timing and synchronization of operations 
aboard the spacecraft are of utmost importance. 
The timing assembly is conventional in design 
except for accuracy and reliability considera
tions. Two highly stabilized crystal oscillators 
drive a long binary divider chain. Output 
pulses are available at several rates, do\Y1l to 1 
pulse/ sec and slower. Under control of the 
program matrices, the various pulse trains are 
gated to the other subsystems and subassemblies 
to assure synchronous operation and proper 
sequencing. 

At least two oscillators are used to increase 
the reliability factor . For the same re<'1$on, a 
high order of redundancy is employed in the 
binary divider chain. Spacecraft time is also 
derived from the master clock. 

Power Supply 

The power supply subsystem provides the 
electric power requirements of the spacecraft 
and the solar experiments. Basically, it con
sists of silicon solar cell arrays, nickel-cadmium 
batteries, and charge control devices. During 
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the sunlight portion of the orbit, the solar ar 
rays must have the capacity to supply all of the 
power requirements of the spacecraft plus an 
additional capacity for recharge of battery 
drain during eclipse, launch, and acquisition 
phases. 

A block diagram of the power subsystem is 
shown in Figure 4-11. The estimated power re
quirements for the spacecraft are given in Table 
4-3. This power is supplied at. a nominal volt
age of 28 volts with a range of 23.5 to 33.5 volts. 

POWER BUS 

FIGURE 4-11. Power subsystem. 

CHARGE
DISCHARGE 

RELAY 

Design of n-on-p silicon solar cells must in
clude consideration of cell degradation with 
t ime, as well as the effects of operating tem
perature on efficiency. Taking these various 
effects into account increases the equivalent 
initial design load (sunlight) to 550 watts. 
This would require an assembly of approxi
mately 20,000 cells. 

The capacity of the nickel-cadmium batteries 
is determined by the power required during 
the 35-minute eclipse time. ~\ssuming ~t 25-
percent depth of discharge limit for cyclic op
eration, a 12 amp-hI' battery capacity is 
required. 

The power controller acts as a voltage, cur
rent, and battery temperature sensor and con
trols these elements by limiting the charging 
rate and voltage within the prescribed limits. 

Weight Estimate 

Weights of the various subsystems described 
were estimated in a preliminary manner; and, 
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TABLE 4-3 

Spacecraft Power Requirements 

R eq uirement Sunlight Eclipse 
---

Communication and data 
handling _______________ 51. 6 51. 6 

Stabilization and controL __ 96. 8 58. 4 
Power controL ____________ 12.0 7. 0 

olar physics experi ments __ 75. 0 - - - - -
Experiments programmer ___ 14.3 12.9 
Battery recharge __ ________ 152.0 - - - --
Diode losses _________ ___ __ 10.0 10. 0 
Cable losses ______________ 5. 0 5. 0 

-- --
TotaL _____________ 416. 7 144. 9 

for this reason, a total contingency of 45 pounds 
was added. These estimates, the'payload, and 
other weight factors are shown in Table 4-4. 
The total weight estimate is seen to exceed the 
Thor Agena limit by some 70 pounds. Since 
this includes a known contingency of 45 pounds, 
the goal appears to be in sigh t. 

TABLE 4-4 

Payload Weight Estimaite 

Item Weight (lb) 

Stabilization and control subsystem __ 140 
Corom unica tions and data handling 

subsystem ______________________ 154 
Power supply subsystem ____________ 224 
Experiments ____________ _____ _____ 250 
Structure subsystero ___ ________ ____ 125 
Instruroentation ___________________ 15 

Observatory total (orbit) _____ 908 
Retrograde penalty ______ 64 

Adapter, separa tion geaL _____ 45 

Observatory total (launch) __ __ 1017 

Other mass properties of the observatory, such 
as inertia about the control axis, are as follows, 
in slug-fF: 

1roll- 7±.5 
Ipltch-137.5 

1yaw-142 

The products of inertia were found to be 
negligible. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The spacecraft design study conducted by the 
Goddard Space Flight Center has proved to be 
very helpful in pointing out problem areas that 
will require special attention during the de
velopment phase of the program. The SWl 

tracker had been previously recognized as a key 
problem, but the study has shown that the in
tegration of this component with the rest of the 
control subsystem, the structure, experiments, 
and the communications system is a problem of 
equal magnitude. On the other hand, progress 
on the sun tracker development has been very 
encouragmg. 
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The design and development of the space
craft subsystems do not appear to require tech
nology beyond the state-of-the-art. The use of 
redundant parts to achieve the reliability goals 
\yill require further evaluation, since the cur
rent pacecraft \yei O'ht estimates exceed the 
Thor Agena limit. 
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THE MISSION OF THE 

ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY 

by 

ROBERT R. ZIEMER * AND JAMES E. KUPPERIAN, Jr. t 
Goddard Space Flight Center 

The basic objectives and the reason for the develop· 
ment of the OAO project are discu sed. The observ
ing equipment now under development by the scientific 
community for the first three observatories is de
scribed, as well as a brief resume of the specific cien
tific aims of each experimenter. 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic mission of the Orbiting Astronom
ical Observatory (OAO) is to extend man's 
Imowledo-e of ' the origin and development of the 
universe. Beginning in the early seventeenth 
century, when the first practical optical instru
ments were used by Galileo, man has pursued 
the investigation of the universe by a constant 
study of the stars and planets. This early ob
servational astronomy was essentially a study 
of the posi tion and movement of celestial bodies. 
The work of Einstein revived the interest in, 
and study of, cosmology and gave to it an im
petus that regained its prominent position in 
the physical sciences. 

A further advance in astronomy resulted
during the early and middle 1800's-from the 
introduction of the spectroscope, which per
mitted the study of the visible energy of the 
sun. Not, however, until the application of 
photography to the study of celestial spectra, 
did the really rapid developments in astronom
ical spectroscopy occur. 

For centuries, then, scientists have been seek
ing an understanding of the origin of the uni
verse, handicapped by the obscuring and dis
torting curtain of the earth's atmosphere. 
Their observa tions were restricted to the small 
visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum 
and, more recently, to the radio regions. 
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The advent of artificial earth satellites makes 
quite real the possibility of extending man's 
knowledo-e of the universe by observing above 
the earth's atmosphere and, for long periods of 
time, the energy from celestial matter in the 
ultraviolet and infrared regions of the elec
tromagnetic spectrum. Additionally, the 
twinkling due to the earth's atmosphere would 
be eliminated; and the light of the night sky 
would no longer interfere with the detection 
of very faint objects. 

These, then, are the basic reasons for the 
development of an orbiting observatory for 
astronomical purposes. 

REQUIREMENTS AND PHILOSOPHY OF AN 
ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE 

The early efforts to place telescopes above the 
earth's atmosphere have utilized balloons (Ref
erence 1) and, more recently, the Aerobee sound
ing rockets. The Aerobee, with its latest modi
fications, provides a tool for pointing observing 
equipment to five predetermined regions of the 
sky to an accuracy of 1112 degrees of arc. 
Greater accuracies are possible with error sen
sors in the experiment packages. Some of the 
results of these experimental efforts are dis
cussed by Dr. Kupperian (Reference 2) and 
Messrs. Stecker and Milligan (Reference 3) . 
These early and limited observations have pro
duced unexpected results in that the fluxes below 
2400A of early-type stars are substantially less 

.Project Manager, Orbiting Astronomical Observa
tory, Goddard Space Flig-ht Center. 

tProjeot Scientist, Orbiting Astronomical Obsen-a
tory. Goddard Space Flight Center. 
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than theoretical predictions. The sounding 
rocket, although a valuable asset, still leaves 
much to be desired in the way of a remote
controlled observatory because of its limited 
payload capability and its short lifetime. The 
need of a long-life satellite capable of beinO' 
pointed to any point in the celestial sphere is 
apparent. 

In late 1958 and early 1959 several astrono
mers, Dr. Fred Whipple of the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory, Dr. Lyman Spitzer 
of Princeton University, Dr. Arthur Code of 
the University of Wisconsin, and Dr. Leo 
Goldberg of Harvard, proposed astronomical 
experiments for satellite application (Refer
ences 4, 5, 6, and 7). As is the case with all 
space science efforts that are being supported by 
NASA, the astronomy program must be built 
on the participation of the scientific community. 
The success of a program such as the OAO 
hinges directly on the ingenuity and effort of 
the individual working scientists associated 
with the program. 

About the same time, Dr. Kupperian pre
sented the basic idea of a universal spacecraft 
or observatory to accommodate a variety of 
astronomical observing equipment . This con
cept was developed after examining the space
craft requirements for a number of different 
experiment systems. The requirements for a 
stable platform, precise pointing capability, 
stable thermal environment, data storage, data 
transmission and command systems, and ground 
operation complex were common to all en
visioned observing equipments. Thus the de
velopment of a spacecraft for one experiment 
system should in general satisfy the require
ments for a large number of different systems. 

Also, in the large engineerinO' effort required 
to produce a space vehicle, ,t major portion of 
the expended work is in the initial design, de
velopment, and testing of the prototype or first 
model of the spacecraft . Here again an ob
servatory that could be adapted, '''ith only min
imal changes, to a wide variety of observing 
equipment with many types of appli cations 
would amortize these high initial development 
costs. Increased reliability, maximum use of 
ground facilities, and operating experience 
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, . 
could be expected to yield dividends from the 
use of identical spacecrafts for a variety of mis
sions. This idea, after many consultations 
with potential experimenters, finally culminated 
in a contract for a 3600-pound general purpose 
astronomi cal spacecraft with the Grumman 
Aircraft Engineering Corporation of Bethpage
Long Island, Jew York. The satellite was 
planned for an orbit that would be below the 
Van Allen radiation belts and yet high enough 
to minimize the extel1lal disturbance torques on 
the spacecraft so that precise stabilization and 
control could be achieved-an orbit of approxi
mately 500-statute-mile altitude, inclined to the 
equator at 31 degrees. 

OBSERVATORY SYSTEM 

An artist's conception of the OAO is shown 
in Figure 5-1. A complete engineering sum
ma ry of the design and development of the 

FIGURE 5-1. Artist's concept of. the Orbiting Astro
nomical Observatory. 

spacecraft will be presented by Mr. "Walter 
Scott in the next paper of this session. In 
planning a standa rd spacecraft to be used ,yith 
minimal chanO'e for yarious observing equ ip
ments, allowance was made to accommodate 
optics up to 40 inches in diameter in a system 
up to 10 feet long. This capability is provided 
in the cent ra} cavity of the pacecraft. Small 
econdary experiments "'ei O'hill 0' 10 to 20 pound!'> 

call aJ 0 be accommodated in the top portion of 
the spacecraft. The spacecraft and astronom-

- I 
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ical equipments are being designed "ith a goal 
of a 70-percent probability of a I-year lifetime. 

Electronic components and data handling 
packages for the experiments are housed in the 
shelves surroundino- the central tube (see 
Fio-ure 5-2). Here also are all the systems re
quired for the operation of the spacecraft. 
Basically the spacecraft is designed to sense and 
point the optical axis of the telescope to any 
poin t in the celestial sphere, with the exception 
of a 90-degree cone about the sun line, to an 
accuracy of 1 minute of arc. Using the experi
menter's prime optics and a suitable error 
sensor, the spacecraft control system is desio-ned 
to achieve a fine pointing accuracy of 0.10 sec
ond of arc. 

FIGURE 5-2. Compartment for housing experiment and 
spacecraft equipment. 

The ground operation complex for the OAO 
will be centered at, and operated by, the God
dard pace Flight Center (GSFC). All com 
mands and all reduction of scientific and space
craft data 'will be accomplished at the Center. 
There will be remote receiving and transmitting 
stations at Rosman, Jorth Carolina; Quito, 
Ecuador; and Sant.iago, Chile. With this net 
or fence, one contact per orbit of at least 5 
minutes duration is possible at altitudes as low 
as 350 statute miles. Commands genemted 
prior to a contact "ill be transmitted from 
GSFC by teletype to the appropriate remote 
station, and related data received at. the remote 
stations ,yill be transmitted by the same method 
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back to GSFC. The bulk of the scientific data 
"ill be ent. to GSFC, by air mail, for reduction. 

EXPERIMENT SYSTEMS 

The primary experiments for the first three 
observatories hare been selected and will be 
directed toward the study of the ultraviolet 
portion of the spectrum. The first flight will 
carry the sky survey experiment of the Smith
sonian A trophysical Observatory (SAO) and 
the broad-band photometry experiment of the 

nirersity of "Vi consin. The second observa
tory will contain a system for the tudy of ab
solute spectrophotometry being prepared by the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. The third unit 
,,·ill carry the Princeton University equipment 
intended for the study of interstellar matter. 

Since the first obserratory will carry equip
ment intended primarily for survey studies, it 
is intended that the data obtained provide direc
tion and interesting focal points for the experi
ments that follow. Since there is always an 
element of uncertainty in the flight of a new 
system, the requirements of the stabilization and 
control system are less stringent for these first 
experiments than for those following. 

A brief glimpse of the objectives and basic 
elements of the observing systems now being 
prepared might be of interest. All the experi
menters are implementing the development of 
their systems by means of contracts with vari
ous industrial organizations. The first space
craft, because of the physical size and multi
plicity of telescopes, is altered from the basic 
configuration to allow experiments to view from 
both ends (see Figure 5-3). The SAO experi
ment, consisting of four instruments, views from 
the lo\yer end of the spacecraft; and the "¥"i s
consin. experiment, consisting of seven optical 
systems, is pointed forward. These two experi
ments ,yere chosen for the first fl ight primarily 
for the follo,ying reasons: (1) They are of a 
survey and exploratory nature; (2) the Wis
consin equ ipment has the capabiEty for obtain
ing more detailed information on "finds" re
sulting from the SAO sky survey; (3) they 
make compl ementary demands on the space
craft capabili ties with regard to telemetry, and 
real-time and remote operation; and, finally, 
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FIGURE 5-3. OAO spacecraft no. 1. 

( 4) the systems are compatible with the phys
ical space available for the experimental 
equipment. 

Smithsonia'n Astrophysica l Observatory 
Experiment 

The primary objective of the Smithsonian 
experiment, called Project Celescope, is to make 
a new map of the sky similar in coverage to 
sky surveys such as the Draper Catalog and 
the Palomar Sky Atlas. This new map will 
differ from its predecessors, since it will be 
made entirely in the ultraviolet portion of the 
spectrum. This map will include stars to the 
7th or 8th magnitude and large nebulae to the 
8th magnitude per minute of arc. It is planned 
to measure up to 50,000 main-sequence stars in 
four ultraviolet spectral bands: 1200 to 1600A, 
1300 to 1600A, 1600 to 2900A, and 2300 to 
2900A. These four ultraviolet readings for 
each star will be used to determine the shape of 
the spectral energy distribution curves. 

The experiment consists of four electroni
cally recording telescope cameras serving as 
broad-band photometers. As shown in Figure 
5-4, each telescope uses the Schwarzchild optics 
with the ultraviolet detector at the focal plane. 
The mirrors are made of fuzed quartz. The 
primary ring-shaped mirror has a clear aper
ture of 12 inches, with the central perforation 
being 5 inches in diameter. The secondary 
mirror has a clear aperture of about 6 inches, 
with a central hole for the calibration system 
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FIGURE 5-4. Schwarzchild camera as used in 
Celescope. 

1 inch in diameter. The effective focal or trans
mission ratio is 3.7 assuming 75-percent reflec
tivity of the mirrors. The detector for this 
system, called a Uvicon, is shown in Figure 
5-5. These are basically television tubes that 
are sensitive to various ultraviolet bandwidths. 
The photocathode material is cesium iodide or 
cesium telluride, and the target operates by 
secondary emission with a gain of about 250. 

The integrating structure for the four tele
scope modules is shown in Figure 5-6. The 
experiment container houses the main support 
structure. The "X" frame member is attached 
to the spacecraft structure through four mount
ing lugs; it is also the member to which the 
'Wisconsin observing equipment is mounted. 

FIGU RE 5-5. Uvicon television camera tube. 

-----~---- --- -- - -- --- - --- --- - ----
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FIGURE 5-6. Integrating structure for Celescope. 

University of Wisconsin Experiment 

The experiment under development by the 
University of Wisconsin is directed toward the 
determination of the stellar energy distribution 
in the spectral region from 3000 to 800A and 
toward measurement of the emission line inten
sities of diffuse nebulae in the same spectral 
region. In addition to the above objectives, 
it is thought that the equipment will provide 
the capability to follow up discoveries resulting 
from the Smithsonian mapping or early obser
vation obtained with the Wisconsin equipment 
on rocket flights . 

The equipment being developed by the Uni
versity of Wisconsin consists of three basic 
photometric systems: (1) a multicolor filter 
photometer system intended primarily for the 
measurement of stars and consisting of four 
8-inch telescopes, each telescope feeding a sepa
rate three-color filter photometer; (2) a multi
color filter photometer system intended pri
marily for nebulae and other extended -surface 
objects and consisting of one 16-inch telescope; 
and (3) a scanning spectrometer system em
ploying two objective grating spectrometers 
of approximately 6 X 8-inch aperture. Sche
matics of this equipment are shown in Figure 
5-7. 

The stellar photometer system consists of 
four 8-inch, f/4 off-axis parabolas located in 
pairs on diametrically opposite sides of the ex
periment cylinder. Each telescope feeds a 
separate filter photometer. The field of view 
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of each photometer is determined by a selectable 
diaphragm stop located in the focal plane. 

The nebular photometer system consists of a 
single 16-inch f/2 parabola. The optical axis 
coincides with the axis of the experiment cylin
der, and the photometer is located at the prime 
focus. As in the stellar systems, the field of 
view will be determined by a selectable dia
phragm. 

The scamling spectrometer system consists of 
an objective grating of approximately 6 x 8-inch 
aperture and a 7 x lO-inch parabolic objective 
that images a monochromatic image of the star 
on the photometer slit located behind the grat
ing. The spectrometer employs a 300 line/m 
grating in the first order, blazed for 2000A; and 
a resolution of lOA is achievable. 

Goddard Space Flight Center Experiment 

The equipment to be orbited in the second 
spacecraft is being developed by the Astrophy
sics Branch of GSFC and is designed to make 
absolute spectrophotometric measurements of 
stars and nebulae in the ultraviolet. The ex
periment will have the capability of operating 
in a number of different modes. For example, 
it can be used to obtain both steady-state and 
time-dependent photometric data on stars or, 
for that matter, any celestial object except the 
Sun, Venus, Mercury, and objects fainter than 
11th magnitude. Because of this flexibility, it 
,,"ill be capable of obtaining information of use 
in numerous a tronomical problems. 

FIGURE 5--7. Wisconsin experiment optical systems. 
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A schematic of this equipment is shown m 
Figure 5-8. The 36-inch primary mirror of 
the ('as egra inian telescope, which collects the 
light from the tars, i made of beryllium be
cause of its thermal stability. This light is 
focused on the entrance slit of II spectrograph 
that employs a.n 8 x 8-inch diffraction grating 
ruled 1200 lines/ m on an aspheric surface. The 
exit slits for 2, 8, and 64A spectral resolution 
will be provided. The resulting spectrum 
cover the range from 1000 to 4500A. Six de
tectors, sensitiye . to different bands of ultra
violet radiation, are located so as to be imul
taneously illuminated by different portions of 
the spectrum. 

FIGURE 5-8. Goddard experiment optical system. 

These detectors generate pulse at a rate pro
portioned to the intensity of the incident radia
tion . The spectrometer grating may be moved 
in discrete increments so that the detectors are 
illum inated by other portions of the spectrum. 
The system is designed such that there is 100-
percent redundancy in the data collections un
]e s two physically adjacent detectors are lost. 

The fine guidance system ,vill provide the 
signals to the spacecraf,t control system when
ever ac 'uracie between 1 111 inute of arc and 1 
second of arc are required. 

Princeton University Experiment 

The third spacecraft \Yill carry the equip
ment being developed by Princeton University. 

----------- - - --

so 

According to present cosmogonical theories, 
the stars are condensed out of clouds of inter
stellar gas and dust. Therefore, it is of primary 
interest to understand the composition and 
physical conditions of this interstellar matter. 
Since most of the interstellar atoms absorb only 
in the far ultrayiolet, with virtually no absorp
tion lines in the visible spectrum, the study of 
this interstellar gas will be measurably ad
nlllced by observations in the ultraviolet with 
high di pel' ion. The primary objective, then, 
i . to provide quantitative obsen-ations of these 
ultra yiolet lines. 

This system consists basically of three sub
systems: the telescope for collecting the radian 
energy, the spectrometer for the measurements, 
and the error sensor for precise orientation and 
guidance of the observatory. A schematic of 
this instrument is shown in Figure 5-9. 

FIGURE 5-9. Princeton experiment optical system. 

The optical system consists of a Cassegrainian 
reflecting telescope feeding the entrance slit of 
a concave grating spectrometer. The fuzed 
quartz primary of the f/3 telescope will be 32 
inches in diameter. The secondary mirror, 
which has provisions for adjusting the focus, 
will provide an f / 20 image for the spectro
graph. 

The entrance slit and the concave grating of 
t he spectrograph are fixed, and the photocells 
behind the exit slit will scan the spectrum along 
the Rowland circle, which has a radius of 
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50 centimeters. This ",.j] ] provide a dispersion 
of 8A/ mm in the first. order. A fundamental 
spectral resolving power of 0.1 and 0.4A is 
planned. 

The sensors will consist of three sets of photo
multiplier. Each set will consist of one photo
multiplier for the 800 to 1500A band and a 
second for the 1600 to 3000A band. One set of 
cell wi 11 be mounted at the zero-order image to 
monitor the amount. of light passing the en
trance slit; the second set " 'i ll be mounted be
hind the O.lA wide s]it· ; and the third set be
hind the 0.4A slit. 

A fine-error ensor is proposed that ,,-ill center 
t he selected star image on the entrance slit of the 
spectroscope to an accuracy of 0.1 second of arc. 
This will be accomplished by having a two
stage sensor, the output of which will control 
the fine stabilization wheels of the spacecraft. 
The first stage of this sensor, utilizing the light 
reflected from the jaws of the entrance slit when 
the star image falls outside the slit, should re
duce a pointing error of up to 120 seconds of arc 
to 0.6 econd of arc. The second stage of the 

sen or \yill provide the ult.imate accuracy of 0.1 
second of arc. 

CONCLUDING 'REMARKS 

As is apparent from this discussion of the 
rea OIlS for developing a system such as the 
OAO and the specific objectives of the partici
pating members of the scientific community, the 
resultil1O' effort represents a bold advance both 
in the possibilities of rewarding scientific in
formation and in the engineering breakthroughs 
that must be accomplished before such a system 
i a reality. The development of the spacecraft 
and fi rst three experiments is well along toward 
the fir t major goal of producing a prototype 
system . Although many technical problems 
have been sol \'ed-or solutions appeal' to be 
fo rthcoming, the difficulties of integration of 
the systems, and proof that it will operate in 
t.he required environments, is still to be accom
plished. However, it appears at this time that 
within the next 2 to 3 years an astronomy ob
servatory wj}} be sending startling and new 
revelations back to the earthbound astronomers. 
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THE ENGINEERING DESIGN OF THE 

ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY 

by 

//1 J-' 
1 

WALTER H. SCOTT, JR . * 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation 

The Orbiting Astronomical Ob ervatory (OAO) is 
designed to provide an accurately stabil ized, unmanned 
platform for astronomical observations from well 
above the earth's atmosphere. Of primary immediate 
interest is the observation of stellar radiat ion in the 
ultraviolet range, which is severely limited even in bal
loon experiments becau e of ab orption in the ozone 
layers. The OAO is a 3600-poulld . pacecraft that will 
be placed ill orbit by an Atlas Agena D. It can handle 
optical systems up to 48 ind1es in diameter, 10 feet in 
length, weighing 1000 pounds. The key design require
ments of the l'lpacecraft are discussed. The reasons 
behind the configuration are then explained, followed 
by a discussion of the majol' sub. ystems . howing how 
they have been designed to meet the exacting reQuire
ments of astronomical observation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic requirements of the OAO were 
established by the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) with the assistance of some leading 
astronomers. t The dimensions and weight are 
basically a function of the size of optics re
quired for useful experimentation, as limited by 
available launch vehicle capabilities. Prelim
inary studies by GSFC establi hed that a 36-
inch-diameter optical system fell within the 
capabilities of the Atlas Agena D and would 
provide a useful observatory for many years to 
come. High pointing accuracy along with an 
ability to hold on a dim star for long periods of 
time are important requirement· of stellar ob
servation. In addition, a high-accuracy data 
system is required for precise spectral measure
ments. A carefully controlled temperature in 
the optical system is required to minimize di s
tortion, and a low temperature level is dictated 
by most types of experiment sen ors. An 
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orbital altitude of 500 miles was selected to be 
under the heavy Van Allen radiation belt but 
hiO'h enough to avoid an exce sive number of 
ground installations. The above requirements 
result in an expensive combination of launch 
vehicle, spacecraft, and experiment. Therefore 
emphasis has beell placed on designing the 
OAO for a long life and in maintaining a gen
era 1 purpose type of spacecraft that could be 
used for a variety of experiments with mini
mum redesign and retesting. 

CONFIGURATION 

The external design of the OAO, shown in 
Figures 6-1 and 6-2, con ists of an octagonal 
body 80 inches across the flat and 120 inches 
high . The experiment is housed in a central 
tube 48 inche in diameter extending the full 
height of the body. Figure 6-1 shows the 
spacecraft a designed for two experiments, one 
\'ie,ying from each end. The standard con
figuration would be a single experiment view
ing from the fO L'\\'ard end only. The sun shade 
is closed over the experiment before and during 
launch for protection. After orientation in 
orbit, it i opened and protects the optical tube 
from sunlight. It normally would never close 
aga in unless a malfunction or a faulty program 
should result in the optical axis approaching 
the un line, in whi ch case the sun shade would 
automatically close ,,,hen an angle of less than 
45 degrees to the un line is reached. An ex-

.OAO Program Manager, Grumman Aircraft Engi
neering Corp. 

,See pl'e"iolls paper by ]lles~l's. Ziemel' and Kup
pel'ian . 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
GROSS WEIGHT - 3600 Ib 
EMPTY WEIGHT - 2600 Ib 
PAYLOAD - 1000 Ib 
TOTAL SOLAR PADDLE AREA, 111 .50 sq ft 
VIEWING FIELD, 

FWD. EXPERIMENT - 270' (EXCLUDING 90' CONE 
TOWARD SUN) 

AFT EXPERIMENT - 280' (EXCLUDING 90' CONE 
TOWARD & AWAY FROM SUN) 

SEPARATION FEETgSECONDARY SUN SHADE / 1, : 1m NO.' ON", 

~-q 
8
0
"--) 

CG 

T7 
515/ 16" X+---"'$-----I-

L\.,-----!I---+-- -r. 

PRIMARY SUN SHADE 

STAR 
TRACKER (6) 

ENVELOPE 
114" DIAM. 

PADDLES FOLDED 
x 

~~-'--!t~~ 
f-----+-"<----'t-~...-'-' 

,'" I 1m NO.' ONI ~ EXP. 

1+--'-------,1--~\-217 1/4" 
SOLAR CELL ARRAYS-FOLDED 

FIGURE 6-1. OAO general arrangemeot (double-eoded experimeot, spacecraft n o. 1). 

plosive jetti on system is provided should the 
actuator motor fail to open the sun shade after 
luun h. 

The olar cell arrays are folded against the 
body durino- launch, the entire a sembly being 
protected by a fiber glass fairing. Following 
fairing ejection, the solar arrays are unfolded 
to a fixed position by springs. The angle of the 
paddles and the saw-tooth angle of the solar 
cell modules were selected to provide the maxi
mum area and the minimum angle from the nol'
mal to the sun line. Solar cells are mounterl on 
both sides of the paddles; and, when the SUIl 

ano-Ie becomes excessive on one side, the ob erva
tory is rolled 180 degrees to expose the other 
side. The small penalty resultino- from oblique 
exposure to the sun was accepted to avoid me
chanical rotation of the paddles with attendant 
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problems of operation of bearings in a vacuum 
and mass shift effects on stabilization. 

The internal structure arrangement of the 
OAO consists of a central tube surrounded by 
vertical trusses and horizontal shelves. All pri
mary structure is built of riveted or spot-welded 
aluminum alloy. Many of the sheet-metal mem
bers are chemically milled to 'ave weight. 
Bonded aluminum honeycomb is used in many 
a,reas, uch as the solar paddles, sun shades, 
and equipment shelves, where high rigidity is 
required. The struct.ural arrangement of the 
OAO is shown in Figure 6-3. The bays formed 
by the trusses and shelves provide the volume 
for the spacecraft equipment. The stabiliza
tion requirements for the OAO have dictated 
an extremely conservative design and manu
fa cturing approach that avoids permanent set 
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FIGURE 6-2. OAO suspeuded for moment of intertia 
measurements. 

or ]omt slippage under launch loads. Rigid 
assembly fixtures are required, along with the 
most advanced techniques of optical tooling 
and alignment. 

THERMAL DESIGN 

The thermal design of the OAO is a passive 
one in that a minimum of electric heaters are 
used and no automatic adjustments uch as vari
able lom'ers are made in the radiation surfaces 
of the spacecraft. The basic scheme is to isolate 
the spacecraft structure from external thermal 
effects of the sun, earth, and space and from in
ternal heat-generating electronic equipment by 
means of radiation shields. The internal insula
tion consists of multiple layers of aluminized 
Mylar. External insulation is provided by the 
t.hermally isolated outer skins and by insulated 
or shielded exposed fittings and equipment. 
This approach has proved to be so successful 
that the best thermal configuration for the ex-

ss 

periment is achieved when the experiment is 
coupled conductively to the spacecraft structure. 
The primary temperature variations in the ex
periment then result from radiation in and out 
of the open end of the experimental tube, and 
can be reduced to not over + 15 0 C by shielding 
the experiment structure. Further reductions in 
-temperature variations can be obtained by care
ful programming of the observatory viewing 
angles with respect to the sun and earth. 

In addition to providing the proper·environ
ment for the experiment and minimum distor
tion of the structure, it is important that the 
electronic equipment be maintained within 
temperature limits for most reliable operation 
(00 to 1600 F). The structure cannot be used as 
a heat sink for electronic equipment; therefore 
all electronic packages are designed so that heat 
is conducted to the outer surface of each box, 
which serves as a heat sink and a radiator to the 
outer skin. Heat flow is adjusted by means of 
paint patterns on the heat-sink surface. The 
out.er skin of the OAO is a radiation shield for 

FIGURE 6-3. OAO structural arrangement. 
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the entire spacecraft; it is a thin aluminum sur
face with a finished design to both reflect solar 
radiation and provide a radiating surface for 
internal equipment. 

The above system of thermal control can be 
maintained only through careful design of stray 
conduction and radiation paths. Protruding 
fittings such as solar paddle latches and hinges 
are built of fiber glass and titanium for low con
ductivity. All outer skins are attached to the 
structure by Teflon fittings. Equipment 
mounts are fiber glass, and internal wiring and 
tubing are clamped to fiber glass supports that 
are gold plated to avoid external radiation 
bounce paths. 

A 5-week thermal vacuum test of a full-scale 
OAO with simulated equipment has proved 
that an experiment temperature of -300 C 
wi th a tolerance of -+-15 0 C can be attained, that 
electronic equipment temperatures will not ex
ceed a 00 to 160 0 F range, and that the struc
tural distortions are within tolerances for the 
pointing requirements of the OAO. A photo
graph of the OAO being lowered into the cham
ber is shown in Figure 6-4. 

STABILIZATION AND CONTROL 

Following booster separation, the OAO 
stabilization system must first reduce the sep
aration tumbling rates and stabilize on the sun. 
Follow·ing sun stabilization, a stellar reference 
is established. The OAO is then rotated or 
slewed to the desired pointing direction for the 
experiment. This pointing direction must then 
be maintained with great precision for lono
per iods of time. Following each observatio:' 
the OAO is slewed to a new pointino- direction 
in accordance with real-time or stored com
mands. 

The equipment used to perform these func
tions can be conveniently divided into the cate
gories of sensors and torquers. The primary 
sensors consist. of rate gyros to measure initial 
tumbling rates, solar sensors to establish sun 
direction, and six gimbaled star trackers. The 
latter are capable of acquiring elected guide 
stars and tracking them continuously, measur
ing their bearing with respect to the spacecraft 
axes. For final vernier or fine pointing, the 
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FIGURE 6-4. Lowering the OAO into the thermal 
vacuum chamber as viewed from inside chamber 
(waffle-surfaced walls are liquid nitrogen cold 
walls). 

optics of the experiment may be used to pro
vide fine-error signals to the control system. 
As a backup to the above sensors, a wide-angle 
TV camera with a reticle for angle measure
ment and a rigid star tracker, bore-sighted to 
the optical axis of the experiment, are provided. 
The torquers consist of a high-thrust nitroo-en 

. 0 

gas Jet system for initial stabilization on the 
sun, a coarse momentum wheel system for slew
ing and coarse pointing using the star trackers 
as sensors, and a fine momentum wheel system 
used primarily for fine pointing using error 
signals from the experiment. 

The OAO will encounter small external dis
turbance torques due to gravitational torques 
resulting from mass unbalance, magnetic 
torques due to the reaction of current loops in 
the spacecraft to the earth's magnetic field, 
aerodynamic torques resulting from the small 
residual atmosphere at the orbital altitude, and 
torques due to unbalanced solar pressure. 
These torques, although small-totaling less 
than 0.01 in.-Ib, become ignificant if they are 
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sustained in one direction over a long period of 
time. The result is a gradual increase in 
momentum wheel speed until the maximum 
speed is reached. To unload the wheels, a low
thrust. jet system is provided, operating from 
stored dry nitrogen. A total of 32 pounds of 
nitrogen at 3500 psi is stored aboard the OAO 
for the high- and lo\,-thrust jets. As a backup 
to the jet unloading system, a novel magnetic 
unloading sy tern that uses magnetometers to 
sense the instantaneous direction of the earth's 
field is provided. A computer then propor
tions current to a set of three orthogonal coils 
that interact with the earth's magnetic field to 
produce the desired unloading torque. 

The key to the stabilization system is the 
O'imhaled star tracker, which must be able to 
point the OAO to an accuracy of 1 minute of 
arc and maintain the pointing direction ,,-ithin 
15 arc seconds for 50 minutes of time. This 
accuracy is required to assure that the desired 
target stars wi.11 remain within the field of view 
of the experiment optics. Using the experi
ment as an error source, the fine momentum 
wheels are then capable of holding an accuracy 
of 0.1 arc second. 

The star tracker consists of a small 3.5-inch
diameter reflecting telescope mounted in two 
degree-of-freedom mechanical gimbals. The 
incoming star image is split into two light 
beams to provide error signals about the two 
gim bal axes. The errors are determined by a 
novel system of vibrating reeds, which modulate 
the light received by a photomultiplier. The 
resulting er1'or signals are used to drive the dc 
torquer motors on the gimbal axes. Gimbal 
angles are measured by variable capacitance 
transducers, which have a resolution approach
ing 5 arc econds. The entire star tracker is 
sealed within a glass dome; and, since it is ex
posed, it must withstand a \,ide range of tem
perature conditions. A star tracker is shown in 
Figure 6-5 minus the dome. Six st.ar trackers 
are provided, looking along the plus and minus 
directions of the three axes. The maximum 
gimbal motion i +45 degrees. Although only 
byo trackers are sufficient to provide pointing 
information under ideal conditions, the in
creased number is provided to alJow for occul-
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FIGURE 6-5. Gimbaled star tracker with glass dome 
removed (view looking down telescope axis showing 
half-mirror) . Manufactured by Kollsman Instru
ment Company, 

tation of guide stars by the earth, maintenance 
of reference while shifting guide stars, and 
redundancy for long life. 

As is the case of most complex stabilization 
systems, the simulation and test programs are 
as difficult to design and plan as the system it
self. With the many variables that exist in the 
system, a complex analog-digital simulation* 
was required to prove system operation and 
stability. In addition, an advanced test facil
ity,t which will be used to test the actual hard
\yare under conditions closely simulating orbital 
operation, is nearing completion (Figure 6~6) . 

The complete spacecraft electronic system is 
being installed on a rigid platform that is pre
cisely balanced on a 22-inch-diameter air bear
ing. The air bearing consists of a hollow 
stainless-steel ball tha,t has been lapped to less 
than O.OOOl-inch error in sphericity and is sup
ported by air pressure in a cast epoxy socket. 

*ZetkoY, G., and Fleisig, R., "Dynamic Analysis of 
OAO Spacecraft Motion by Analog-Digital Simulation," 
in: IRE Intenwt. Oonvention Reco1'd, New Y01'k, 
MaTch 1962, New York: In ·titute of Radio Engineers, 
1962, Vol 10, Pt. 5, pp, 2 2-296, 

t Imgram, D, A" Stern, E., and Ziemer, R. R., "De
sign and Testing of an Ultra-High Accuracy Satellite 
Stabilization and Control System for the Orbiting As
tronomical Observatory," in: Proc, 13th Internat. As
tronautical Oongress, Vania, Bulgaria, September 1962, 
Vienna: Springer-Verlag (To be published). 

----- ~-~------ - -
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FIGU RE 6-B. Draw ing of space stabilization simulator 
(under construction; scheduled for completion Janu
a ry 1, 1963). 

The complete simulator is installed in a 22-foot
diameter vacuum sphere to avoid thermal cur
rents and other extraneou air forces. The 
vacuum sphere in turn is mounted on a 120-ton 
sei mic foundation. Large Helmholtz coils 
within the sphere are used to simulate the 
earth's magnetic field under orbital conditions. 
A solar simulator and collimated star simulators 
complete the facility. It will be possible to op
erate the complete OAO system from a nearby 
ground station, using the actual spacecraft ratio 
links under disturbance torque conditions 
clo ely approaching those predicted for flight. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND GROUND 
OPE'RATIONS 

Programs for observatory in-orbit operations 
will be initially prepared in approximate form 
by the experimenters. These programs wil l 
then be converted to digital commands by a 
large computer at the Goddard Space Flight 
Center, where the central control station will be 
located, Figure 6-7. The program will include 
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commands for general housekeeping aboard the 
observatory, such as equipment turn on and off 
and power conservation measures. The large 
digital computer will also predict future status 
data values, such as equipment temperatures, 
battery charge status, voltages, and currents for 
subsequent comparison with actual transmis
sions from the OAO. The prepared programs 
are fonvarded to remote stations by microwave 
or teletype, where they are stored for future use. 
The three remote stations will be located at Ros
man, North Carolina; Quito, Ecuador; and 
Santiago, Chile. The locations were chosen to 
provide at least one contact with the observa
tory on each orbit. The OAO has a lOa-minute 
orbit, of w.hich 8 to 10 minutes will be contact 
with a ground station. A small digital com
puter is installed at each remote station to store 
commands, process status data, and feed infor
mation to the displays. The observatory orbit 
and its approach to a ground station are sig
naled by a tracking beacon transmitting at 136 
Mc. '\iVhen the observatory is within line of 
sight, commands are transmitted in di.gital 
form at 1042 bits/sec over the command link. 
Two beacons and four command receivers are 
carried on the OAO to provide redundancy for 
long life. Commands are verified by echoing 
commands back to the ground. The comple
ment of each command is also transmitted to 
the observatory where a bit-by-bit comparison 
i.s made. 

FIGURE 6-7. Prototype central control station showing 
displays and computer. Manufactured by Westing
house Air Arm. 
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Information from the OAO is transmitted to 
the ground by both a 1042 bits/sec digital nar
row-band telemetry link transmitting at 136 
Me and an analog or digital wide-bank telem
etry link transmitting at 400 Mc. The narrow
band link is a PCM system used primarily for 
spacecraft status data that are monitored on the 
ground and compared with predictions to mod
ify future programs, investigate malfunctions 
and, if necessary, institute an emergency 
"HOLD" program already stored aboard the 
OAO. The wide-band transmitter is the pri
mary link for the experimenters' data. T he ex
perimenters' data storage is read out at a 50,000 
bit/sec rate over this link. Experimen ters' sta
tus data are transmited at 1042 bits/sec. Analog 
data from the experiment or from the stellar 
television camera are also handled over the 
wide-band link and can be used for real-time 
operation of the experiment when with in range 
of a ground station . Two wide-band and two 
narrow-band transmitters provide redundancy 

,.------- - -, 
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for long life. Digital data can also be routed 
through either linle in the event of complete loss 
of one link. 

Antenna configurations have been developed 
and tested in an anechoic chamber to provide 
excellent spherical coverage. Beacon and 
narrow-band transmissions are handled by slot 
antennas in the solar arrays. The wide-band 
antennas consist of pitchfork configurations 
mounted on the sides of the body. 

DATA PROCESSING 

The data processing system of the OAO is 
designed to handle all data going to and from 
the observatory, including commands, experi
menters' data, and status data on both the space
craft and the experiment. It also includes two 
magnetic core storages: one for storing delayed 
commands, and the other for experimenters' 
data obtained while operating out of line-of
sight of a ground sta,tion. A block diagram of 
the system is shown in Figure 6-8. 
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The command receiver relays commands to 
the decoder and distributor, which verifies, de
codes, and routes commands either directly to 
the appropriate subsystem in the case of real
time operations or to the command storage for 
the delayed mode. Each command word con
sists of 32 bits, of which 30 bits contain com
mand information. Seven types of commands 
are handled, of which a typical command would 
be a gimbal angle command to a star tracker. 
This command "ould be compo ed of the fol
lowing two 32-bit words: 

First Wo·rd 
Bits 1 and 2 
Bit3 
Bits 4, 5, 6 

Bits 7, 8 
Bits 9 through 17 
Bits 18 through 25 
Bit26 
Bits 27 through 31 
Bit 32 

Second WrYr d 
Bits 1 and 2 
Bits 3 through 17 
Bits 18 through 32 

Registration 
Real-time or Delayed Mode 
Operation Code (Command 
Type) 
Unused 
Execution Time 
Addres. 
Unused 
Star Tracker Selection Code 
Unused 

Registration 
Inner Gimbal Angle 
Outer Gimbal Angle 

The command storage can store 128 command 
words and has quadruple redundancy for long 
life. Both the command storage and the sepa
rate data storage ate constructed of double
aperture ferrite cores that, provide nondestruc
tive readout, permitting periodic check readouts 
of the command memory for verification. 

The data processor also contains a system 
clock that provides timing and synchronization 
signals for observatory equipment, and delay 
line logic-which is used to store gimbal angles 
for use in the stabilization and control system. 

Experimenters' data, and both the experiment 
and spacecraft status data, are handled by 
equipments that are relatively separate from 
the main spacecraft command system. The ex
periment data handling equipment can transfer 
data directly to the wide-band transmitter, and 
the spacecraft data handling equipment can 
operate directly through the narrow-band trans
mitter-the object being to provide multiple 
paths in case of malfunctions. T hese equip
ments contain analog gates, digital gates, 
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analog-digital encoders, programmers, shift 
registers, and a clock. The function of the 
equipments is to gather and prepare data in a 
suitable format for transmission or storage. 

The data storage is arranged in two halves 
that can be operated in either a redundant or 
nonredundant mode. The total storage capa
bility is 204,800 bits and is made up of two ar
rays of 64 x 64 planesr 25 planes in depth
thus providing for 8192 data words of 25 bits. 
Data are stored by means of 25 parallel lines 
from the experimenters' and spacecraft data 
handling equipment. Readout to the ground 
is handled through the data programmer, 
which establishes word format and maintains 
synchronization. 

The programmer and star tracker signal con
troller furnishes the sta,bilization system with 
sequencing control of the star tracking stabiliza
tion modes. It can inhibit the error signal of 
a malfunctioning star tracker and indicates 
successful star acquisition. It is considered a 
part of the data processing system because of 
its digital nature, although its primary func
tions are more closely related to the stabiliza
tion and control system. 

Design and construction techniques used in 
the data processing system are of particular 
interest. All digital equipment makes use of 
"quad redundant" circuitry for maximum re
liability. Circuits are packaged in welded 
module form, encapsulated, and interconnected 
by printed circuit boards. Similar redundant 
circuit and welded module techniques are 
used wherever possible in other spacecraft 
subsystems. 

POWER SUPPLY 

The OAO is powered by silicon solar cells. 
An excess of power is generated during the 
sunlit part of the orbit and is stored in nickel
cadmium batteries for use during the dark part 
of the orbit. A battery charge and sequence 
controller controls the charging of the three 
20 amp-hI' batteries and selects the proper bat
tery for use. A central po"er supply system 
consisting of a voltage regulator-converter and 
an inverter supplies all spacecraft and experi
ment requirements. The solar cells are p-n 
type, consisting of an n-type silicon wafer onto 
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which is diffused a p-type boron layer. Thir
teen percent efficiency cell are used (tlmgsten 
light measurement) with a 6-mil cover glass 
providing radiation protection. A total of ap
proximately 60,000 cells is used to generate a 
po,,-er of 680 watts under the mo t unfavorable 
orientation of the fixed paddles (37 degrees 
away from the normal). The cells are arranged 
to provide an unregulated voltage of 28 volts. 

Nickel-cadmium batteries were specified by 
GSFC because of good past experience in their 
ability to withstand thousands of charging 
cycles. The cell and battery under develop
ment for the OAO have been described by Shair 
and Gray.* Under normal operation, only one 
battery powers the observatory. The other two 
are periodically trickle-charged. If the volt
age of the operating battery drops below 23 
volts, a reserve battery is switched-in by the 
charge controller. The upper value of volta,ge 
from the solar array is limited to 34 volts by 
the charge controller, which establishes the 
limits of the unregulated bus as 23 to 34 volts. 
The average depth of discharge for a battery 
during a typical orbit is 40 percent. 

The voltage regulator and converter supplies 
all dc requirements of the OAO. Output volt
ages are + 28, + 18, + 10, -10, and - 28 volts. 
The inverter supplies three, two, and single 
phase current at 400 cycles and 26 volts. 

Depending on the amount of equipment op
erating and their duty cycles, the total load will 
vary from 295 to 360 watts. The battery charge 
efficiency of 70 percent results in additional 
losses of 46 to 56 ',"atts with a resulting total 
load of 341 to 416 watts. Using a conserva
tive 60-percent-sunlight orbit and allowing for 
other inefficiencies in the system, the power in
put required from the solar cell array varies 
from 600 to 720 ,,"atts. For an 80-percent
sunlight orbit, the maximum power require
ment is 580 watts. This compares with a solar 

*Shail', R. C., and Gray, W., "Hermetically Sealed 
Nickel-Cadmium Batteries for the Orbiting Astronom
ical Obseryatory Satellite," Paper presented at the 
Amer. Rocket Soc. Space Power Systems Conf., Santa 
Monica, Calif., September 25-28, 1962, ARS Preprint 
2508-62. 
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array output varying from 680 to 820 watts 
for the maximum range of sun incidence ano-Ies. 

ADDITIONAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Experiments are packaged in an experiment 
container that provides the basic structure to 
align the experiment to the spacecraft structure 
and in addition provides a lightweight sealed 
dust cover that is maintained lmder positive 
pressure, with dry nitrogen on the ground to 
protect the optics. Mobile ground handling 
equipment has been designed to protect both 
the experiment and the spacecraft from the 
handling loads involved in shipping them to 
GSFC and, finally, to the Atlantic Missile 
Range. 

A mobile set of checkout equipment is de
signed to support each flight spacecraft in the 
field. The equipment, which is installed in a 
truck trailer, is similar to the ground opera
tional equipment in that it serves a similar func
tion during observatory checkouts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is too early in the program to present final 
conclusions on the OAO; however, certain ten
tative conclusions can be reached on the basis 
of design, manufacturing, and test work com
pleted to date: 

1. The feasibility of the OAO design has 
been proven, and the critical initial perform
ance requirements have been maintained 
through the detail design and early testing 
phases of the program. 

2. The structure and thermal design of the 
OAO have been proven over the full range of 
environments and demonstrates that satisfac
tory alignment can be maintained through the 
launch phase and that the passive thermal de
sign will satisfy both experiment, equipment, 
and structural requirements. 

3. The effectiveness of long-life design by 
use of redundancy from the black box level 
down to, and including, detail circuit design 
can be proven only with additional experience; 
however, early test results offer hope of major 
gains from this approach. 
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